











JUST as the silvery notes of
the bugle call for which this
volume is named signify the close
of our days at Clemson.
In looking steadfastly forward to
the future, from the threshold of
a new beginning, it is with a touch
of sorrow that we leave behind us
the warm associations formed
while treading the common path-
way to graduation.
If in the future any members of
our class should review these
pages reminiscently, and in so
doing review some friends
1
'
grown cold by the weathering o
time, we the editors hereof will
feel duly rewarded for our efforts
in trying to make this volume
of TAPS thoroughly repre-
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F THIS be college, then lead us within its
doors. And may we learn in these four years
that we know not everything. But may our
minds be open; and may the great truths of life
impress themselves so firmly on these minds that
their stamp will be an everlasting tribute to the
teachings of our Alma Mater. May we who
enter in the portals of these four great chambers
—Freshman. Sophomore, Junior, Senior—de-
part therefrom heavily laden with the richest
blessing that therein is—an education. And may
that education be not the glass through which
we see darkly, but the crystalline clearness that
enables us to see face to face. We look to thee,
dear Clemson, to tear that dark veil of ignorance
from these eyes, and to lead us into the brighter
light of a new dawn.
7tfALl v E.H. f>RE.S.«-^
/» -• Garrison, e.c. V. Prils. o,
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"Smile well! smile truly! and smile last!"
Animal Husbandry
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; Second Lieutenant.
Secretary and Treasurer, Vice-President, and
President Dillon County Club; Carolina Literary
Society ; President "Bull" Club ; President Agri-
cultural Society ; "Bolo" Team ; Scrub Baseball,
'23
; Senior R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
This is a history that ought to be written in
metre, a life made up of witty jokes and bright
repartee. "Tub" claims that he once was a to-
bacco grower of Dillon County of wide fame, and
his associations with the "weed" almost proves
his assertions. His "line" betrays him. tho, and
we have a hankering notion that he was a sales-
man for some matrimonial agency. He can tell
you what kind of a girl she is by her stationery,
and the working of the ladies' minds is as clear
to him as the Eureka problem.
Besides the nickname of "Tub", which was
bestowed upon him to match hv.s unsvmmetrical
anatomy, he is also known as "Wolf-Wolf".
And he lives up to the latter name in his home
town as the 'bad wolf" of the settlement. The
fathers of the choicest damsels of the country
have a hard time keeping this wolf from their
doors.
Edward Kirkpatrick Anderson, Jr.
Auburndale, Fla.
"Forget your defeats and plan for future
victories."
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Private ; First Lieutenant.
Cosmopolitan Club ; Company Football and Bas-
ketball ; Radio Club: A. I. E. E. ; Senior R. O.
T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala., Marksman ; Three
Musketeers.
Some eminent author has said that "sincerity
is the noblest of all virtues". We took this state-
ment for granted, but it has been more deeply
impressed upon us by our association with
"Hooks" Anderson.
"Hooks" hails from the sunny 6hores of
Florida and is a man of sterling character and
great ambition. He is an embodiment of all that
is true and noble. Altho he may never attain
the greatness of Steinmetz, we predict for him a
great future in his chosen profession.
Coming from the land of fruit he thought cur-
rent was another species of fruit, but after hear-
ing "Crip" lecture "on it", he changed his mind.
"Hooks" should be greatly commended for
finishing Clemson in three years. Now as the
curtain is drawn upon the class of '24, always
remember that you have the best wishes of the




"The man with a smile is the man worth
while."
Civil Engineering
Private : Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Student Member of A. S. C. E. ; Member of
Oconee Countv Club ; Member of Senior Dancing
Club; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
"Wild Bill" joined our merry band in the fall
of '20. This lad hails from Seneca, and judging
from the line he carries, we are led to believe
that Seneca, famous in Latin History, must have
waved his magic wand over "Bill's" head.
"Bill" is an Engineer in the true sense of the
word. By his numerous questions he has caused
more than one professor to hunt up authorities
on the subject and sometimes "Bill" would ques-
tion the authority. "Bill" possesses the "Never
Say Die" spirit, and we predict that this will
characterize his success in life. Once in a while
we meet a man that is content to be himself
at all times. Such a man is "Bill", always hu-
man, perfectly frank at all times, and a real
friend.
Here's wishing to you the best that life affords.
"Bill", and now you can say that a certain red-
headed surveyor has become a full fledged Civil
Engineer.
John Cvlvin Alll. Jr.
Pomaria, S. C.
"What are the sweetest things of earth'
A mother's kiss, a baby's mirth—
These are the sweetest things of earth."
Agricultural Chemistry
Private ; Corporal ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
President Y. M. C. A.; Secretary. Senior Critic,
and President of the Columbian Literary Society :
Secretary and President of the Chemistry Science
Club; Assistant Exchange Editor and Exchange
Editor "The Chronicle" ; Vice-President of Stu-
dent Newspaper Correspondence Club ; Senior Lit-
erary Critic of Agricultural Society ; Declaimer's
Medal. Columbian Literary Society. '23 ; Bible
Class Leader ; Friendship Council ; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet; Gallery Rifle Team. '22. '23, '24; R. O
T. C. Camp Knox, '21 ; Camp McClellan. '23.
"Crip", as all of the boys know him. is a
product of Pomaria. Although small of stature.
he is big of mind and heart. He has been at the
head of his class for four years, and in every
line of endeavor that he has entered, he has made
an enviable record. As President of the "Y" he
has discharged his duties faithfully. That cheer-
ful smile with which he greets every one is a
trait that many of us covet. He is a loyal
"Tiger", a sincere friend, and a jolly good fel-
low. "Crip", through his connection with the
"Y" and the Student Conference, has caught the
vision of service, and expects some day to become
a missionary. Such an ideal we all admire, and
we are sure that his touch of friendship linked
up with that spirit that recognizes no defeat, will
characterize his work in the future. "Crip", we








"Where hearts are true
Few words will do."
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Sumter County Club; Member Student Chapter
A. S. C. E. ; Rifle Marksman; Pistol Marksman;
Camp McClellan, Ala.
Fleetwood left us early in his "Rat" year to
attend the Citadel, but at the beginning of his
Sophomore year he decided that once a Tiger
always a Tiger. And a truer Tiger cannot be
found.
"Fleet" says that his greatest worries in life
are trying to get the correct lines. He spends
his day* trying to get correct lines for "Will
Rogers" Clarke by gazing thru a transit and half
his nights trying to get the right lines for his
girl.
Space and words are both too limited to ad-
equately enumerate Fleetwood's good qualities.
He is a good student, a loyal friend, and a gen-
tleman.
Bass, here's to you the best of luck.
Sandiford Stiles Bee
James Island. S. C.
"Waff/? for your openings and when they
appear hit. and hit hard!''
Dairying
Private; Corporal: Sergeant Major; First Lieu-
tenant.
Assistant Football Manager ; Football Manager ;
Second Place Mile Relay Team. Camp McClellan ;
Welter Weight Boxing Champion Fourth Corp
Area. R. O. T. C. ; Member of Judging Team at
National Dairy Show, 1923 ; Member of "Jail
Bird Club" : President Episcopal Social Club
;
President Charleston County Club.
"B" left "Jim" Island in the fall of '20. taking
the route to "Tigertown". where he endeavored
to master his ambitions by gaining knowledge.
He first set. out to discover some law that would
revolutionize the Dairy Industry, but soon became
content to master the numerous laws that had
already been promulgated by the leading dairy
scientists. This he accomplished with exceeding
rapidity and ease.
Having already discovered a potent asset of
T. N. T. stored away in his brawny frame. Stiles
began practising the art of boxing with his fel-
low cadets with his quick eye and hefty punch.
He has proven his ability along this line on
numerous occasions.
"B" is ever a friend to the needy, and never
shirks the call of duty. May his dreams of a
certain young lady and a sweet little "love nest"
on "Jim" Island come true some day.
Charles Wilmot Boynton
White Hall, S. C.
"Evil to him who evil thinks."
Electrical Engineering
Private: Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Active Member Y. M. C. A. ; Marksman R. O.
T. C. Training Camp. Anniston. Ala.; Carolina
Literary Society ; Vice-President and President of
Colleton County Club; Member A. S. M. E.
Look ! You who are interested in the character
of great men. Here you see a man whose name
is worthy to be inscribed in any hall of fame.
Search the wide world over and not a truer-
hearted man will be found than "Oozy". Charley
would lead us to believe that the ladies play a
small part in his young life ; but when, time after
time, we discover him sitting before the radiator
with a far-away look in his dark eyes fixed upon
a certain picture, we know that the little smile
playing upon his lips is not caused by thought of
engineering.
If the future may be judged by the past, we
predict nothing else in store for him except a
life of happiness and prosperity. All eyes are
turned towards you, Charles.
Nelson Murray Bradley
Sumter, S. C.
Aaree if you can: if not. dispute it like
a man."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Textile Society; Columbian Literary Society;
Sumter County Club: Vice-President Sumter
County Club. '24; Senior R. O. T. C. Camp Mc-
Clellan. Anniston. Ala. ; Holo Team ; Hoodoo
Club; Bible Class.
The gates of the "Gamecock City" being un-
locked. "Prep" escaped in search of an education.
He entered "Tigertown" in the fall of '20.
He determined to make a successful Textile
manufacturer, has not failed in building a foun-
dation that is capable of withstanding the vibra-
tion and jars of life.
"Prep" has acquired numerous friends thru his
cheerful smile and his friendly ways. Ole "Ham-
bone", as he is sometimes called, has quite a bit
attached to his history besides his studies.
He is quite a sheik on the dance floor and he
is a regular "shark" when it comes to pool.
Occasionally he slips up and participates in a
bridge game, which he usually tops with a great
margin.
Undoubtedly "Prep" will ascend high on the
ladder of success. We. his friends, wish him the
utmost pleasure on his journey.
Martin Burriss Brissie
Hodges, S. C.
"Nobility is Thine and Thy Form is the
reflection of Thy Nature."
Agricultural Education
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Secretary and President Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; Deelaimer's Medal Palmetto Literary So-
ciety, '22 ; Member Agricultural Society ; Bible
Class Leader ; Friendship Council ; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet: President Greenwood County Club:
President Christian Endeavor Society ; Machine
Gun Sharpshooter, Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Dele-
gate Student Volunteer Convention, Indianapolis,
'24.
"M. B." hails from the city of Hodges—but,
of course, he can't help that, and otherwise he
is all right. He entered Clemson in the fall of
1920, and during the four years of his college
career he has shown himself to be a leader in
everything he undertakes.
"M. B." is affectionately known to many of
his friends as "Soldier". This name is, in a
measure, characteristic of the man. He is a born
fighter for everything that is fair and right. It
is not surprising, therefore, that "Soldier" should
cast his lot with the forces of education and pre-
pare to wage war against the evil of illiteracy.
As a teacher we can predict nothing but success
for him. His ability, his spirit of determination,
his jolly disposition, and his high ideals will carry
him to the highest type of success.
A loyal Tiger, a hard worker, a true friend
—
from such characteristics a worthwhile life of
devoted service is bound to come.
John Jones Brown
Gjffney, S. C.
"Judge neither your friends nor your enemies
until you stand in their place."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant : Second Lieutenant.
Cherokee County Club ; Carolina Society ; Tex-
tile Society ; Bible Class : Sharpshooter, R. O.
T. C, Camp McClellan. Ala.; Camp Rifle Team:
Clemson Rifle Team.
John Jones decided that Gaffney was too small
for him ; therefore we later found him at Clem-
son. He was an obedient Freshman, a wise
Sophomore, a studious Junior, a hard-working
Senior, and now he is a hustling alumnus.
John's entrance and graduation reminds one of
the famous adage of the March wind. He came
to Clemson as a lamb and left like a whirlwind
with flying colors. He has always been a good
( ?) student. He was never in any trouble, and
was never out of mischief. John has always
been a great lover of athletics and all other
student activities, except the main activity, which
was studying.
He pulled a wicked trigger, and if he is as sure
with the bow and arrow, all ladies had better




"Man was born for two things—thinking
and acting."
Electrical Engineering
Private: Private; Private: Second Lieutenant.
Palmetto Literary Society ; Anderson County
Club: R. O. T. C, Camp McClellan. Ala.; Com-
pany Baseball. '23.
"'Arbus" has been with us since the present
Senior class started in as "rats" in the fall of
'20. During the four years that have elapsed
since the day that we matriculated, he has shared
our joys and misfortunes and has proved himself
a true friend, always ready to ease the way of a
fellow cadet in any way possible.
"Arbus" has often gone to Anderson on week-
ends, but it has been almost impossible for his
friends to get him to say much about his fem-
inine friends. A smile of quiet content is seen
on his face in response to all queries put to him
in regard to the fair sex. In spite of his ret-
icence on the subject we believe that he has
succumbed to the charms of the ladies.
After considerable thought "Arbus" decided to
follow in the footsteps of Steinmetz. Edison, and
Thompson and be an Electrical Engineer. We
all wish you the best o' luck.
Walter Frank Burriss
Anderson. S. C.
"Or leave a kiss but in the cup. and I'll not
look for wine."
Textile Engineering
Private (cubed* ; Second Lieutenant.
Textile Society ; Palmetto Literary Society
;
Anderson County Club; Hoodoo Club; Senior
R. O. T. C, Camp McClellan. Ala. : Bible Class ;
Bolo Team.
When it became necessary for Frank to leave
his native city in search of an education, he came
to Clemson and cast his lot with the disciples of
"Swine", determined to revolutionize the textile
industry.
While he has not aspired to military greatness
he has been made a Second Lieutenant in Madi-
son's Army. He has been an efficient officer,
attending reveille every morning.
This handsome lad has a winning smile and a
charming personality which have made him very
popular with the fair sex. If we can judge
from the numerous week-ends he has spent in
Easley. "Big Burris" is quite a heartstring
stretcher.
Burriss is honest, true and a loyal friend. His
frankness and congenial nature have won him
great popularity with his fellow students.
Frank is a hard worker and a good student




"It is not always the first key that unlocks
the door of success.''
Horticulture
Private : Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Vice-President Darlington County Club; Re-
cording Secretary. Junior Critic. Senior Critic
Calhoun Literary Society ; Sophomore and Senior
Dancing Club; Senior R. O. T. C, Camp Mc-
Clellan ; Vice-President Horticultural Society.
Duncan came to us from a place which he
admits that he is justly proud,—Hartsville. His
extraordinary attractive personality and cheerful
disposition have won the admiration and good will
of all his associates.
Shortly after reaching Tigertown this lad re-
alized that four years was too short a time to
distinguish himself in more than one field, and
after due consideration he chose Horticulture.
In this he has budded, flowered, and the fruit
is in its setting. Having cast his lot with the
horticulturists. Duncan is sure to do great things.
We predict for him a great future.
Luck to you. ole boy, and may the happiest
days of your past be the saddest days of your
future.
George James Scherer Capplemann
Charleston. S. C.
"The things that haven't been done before,
those are things to try."
Agronomy
Private ; Private : First Sergeant ; Captain.
R. O. T. C, Camp McClellan, Anniston, Ala.;
Machine Gun Sharpshooter; Light Weight Boxing
Champion Fourth Corp Area; "Jailbird" Club:
Sophomore and Senior Dancing Clubs ; First Ser-
jeant's Club : "Ambassador to Winthrop" ; Toast-
master Episcopal Social Club Banquet; Secretary,
Treasurer, and Vice-President Yachtman's Club ;
Winner Debaters Medal, '22; Secretary, Literary
Critic and President Palmetto Literary Society
;
President Agricultural Society.
This noted celebrity is a product of the city by
the "C", and very aptly does he meet the at-
tributes of the true American residents who have
long since made our seaport city famous.
"Cap", "Fuzzy" and "Alphabet" are all fa-
miliar appellations which greet this lad when he
makes his appearance upon the campus. For all
of these greetings "Cap" has a ready smile and a
word of good cheer. Once you have formed a
friendship with him it is not easily broken. This
is not a theory but is a well established fact be-
cause "Cap" and "Dickey" are as inseparable as
were Damon and Pythias. He has a strong liking
for "Dewdrops", and for Mecham's "Sho Gro"
hair tonic; but he has a very decided dislike for
tuna fish as a breakfast food.
"Cap's" idea of an earthly heaven is the life
of a typical Southern Country Gentleman. He is
not easily discouraged or turned back, hence we
feel sure that he will soon reach the topmost
rung in the ladder of success.
Allan Krama Cartwright
"Success is his who says little, hears much,
and thinks deeply."
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Rat Football Team ; Scrub Football Team. '22-
'23
; Secretary of Marion County Club ; Supply
Sergeant at R. O. T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala. ;
Marksman.
Allan drifted down to Clemson from the do-
mains of Marion and cast his lot with the Elec-
tricals. It is predicted that he will some day
awaken Steinmetz. As for his musical ability
it is chiefly confined to yodeling.
Allan had the pleasure of attending the R. O.
T. C. Camp and soon began to say "Sign up".
We wonder why he didn't join the army. How-
ever, we think that he can render more valuable
services in the engineering world. During
Allan's four years' sojourn here he has made
many friends.
Allan has had a wide and varied career, but
here he has been bent on making a record for
himself. Some day this shining black-haired
youth will find the Fairy Queen, and we all wish
him luck.
Andrew Blain Cvthcart, Jr.
Winnsboro. S. C.
"There isn't time in life to make two repu-
tations—so watch your first one."
Dairying
Private : Private ; Second Lieutenant.
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Anniston. Ala.;
Marksman ; First Class Pistol Shot ; Vice-Presi-
dent Fairfield County Club; Football Squad. '21,
'22. '23
; Company Football. '22 ; Class Football,
'23 ; Baseball Squad. '22, '23, '24.
After a premature start here in '19. "Alpha"
tried Erskine for a year and then stepped out on
life's battlefield as an electrical engineer. It took
him eight months to decide that he was on the
wrong track, so in the fall of '21 he reappeared
at Fort Hill as a very irregular Sophomore Ag.
"Alpha" didn't know what a vacant hour was,
but somehow he managed to stay about one jump
ahead of the curriculum. He completed two
courses, one in Dairying, which will probably
furnish his means of existence, and another, more
exact and elaborate, in Social Correspondence,
which will surely bring fruitful results. They
are all fish to his net and his address book is
voluminous. In his sojourn here, no football or
baseball squad has been complete without him.




"Head the right ix'at/. then step on the gas."
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Corporal : Private : Second Lieutenant.
Union County Club; Radio Club; President
Hible Class; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.;
Expert Machine Gunner ; First Class Pistol Shot ;
Saturday Knight Club: Three Musketeers; Pick-
ens County Club; Chairman A. S. M. E. ; Y. M.
C. A.
Joe's good nature, pleasant disposition, wil-
lingness to serve, and reliability have won him
many life friends. Joe also has a sense of boy
fun, of which his dizzy race around the power
house with Colonal is a good example. Joe is
not by any means an enemy of the fair sex. in
spite of his flaming locks. In fact his flaming
locks just naturally seem to hypnotize every
member of the fair sex who is lucky enough to
meet him.
"Crip" says that a man has to be nine-tenths
crazy to be an inventor. Hut Joe says that he
is going to be an inventor in spite of his handi-
cap ( ?l along this line. Thereby he has become
an ardent "Radio Bug" to prove his statement.
Stick with them, Joe; we are looking to you.
John Murphy Cook
Fort Mill. S. C.
"The great art to learn much is to undertake
a little at a time."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Textile Society ; York County Club ; Freshman
Basketball; R. 0. T. C, Camp McClellan. Ala.;
Marksman : Sophomore. Junior and Senior Danc-
ing Clubs ; Bible Class.
The historical little town of Fort Mill can
boast of having one "fair representative". When
John Murphy left there in the fall of '20 to come
to Tigertown a number of sages were heard to
remark. "There goes a man with a purpose;
there goes a man with an ideal". Murphy has
fulfilled all these expectations: he has made good.
This jolly Irish lad, "Pat", has not only made
good, but by his pleasant personality and readv
wit has won the admiration and friendship of all
who know him. He has proven himself to be a
man worthy of being called a Clemson Tiger.
Murphy is also quite a popular fellow at all
the dances, and his winning smile has attracted
many of the fairer sex.
We predict for him a successful career in his
chosen profession and look forward to his being
one of the leaders in the textile world.
William Culp Cook
Kershaw, S. C.
"How do you expect your ship to come in,
if you never send one out?"
Dairying
Private; Private; Private; "Honorary" Second
Lieutenant.
President Lancaster County Club : Palmetto
Literary Society ; Agricultural Society ; Company
Football. '2f> ; Company Basketball, '20 ; National
Dairy Show, and World's Dairy Congress, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.
In the fall of '19, Kershaw sent a "Fair Rep-
resentative" to Clemson to turn over the
world. "Chief" took a slight exposure of
Engineering, but decided soon that he was "Going
Astray". The "Cow Juicers" and "Dairy Man-
agers" gained a new partner.
During the spring of '21 the chemistry "Lab"
caused "Chief" to drop out for a year. The
"Tanglefoot" and "Hold 'Em" in this young fel-
low sent him back again in the fall of '22 to
join this innumerable gang that departs to that
mysterious realm for a diploma.
As a parting word let us say, "Here is a man,
a worker, and a friend". But, be sure to patron-
ize the "Kershaw Creamery". Oh, yes, they will
"Butternuts", too.
Elbert Wier Copeland. Jr.
Laurens, S. C.
"Life is what you make it."
Animal Husbandry-
Private: Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Agricultural Society ; Vice-President Laurens
County Club: Quaffers Club; Bull Club; Senior
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.; Cheer
Leader, '23, '24.
His face reveals plenty of obstinacy, mingled
with a sprinkling of level-headed common sense;
but he has a hankering for sesquipedalion words
in writing and speaking. The billowing waves
of his flowing speech overwhelm his simple hear-
ers with their euphonic, irresistible, and omnip-
otent onrush. The faculty delights in teaching
him geometry and chemistry, having encored him
several times on each of these subjects ; but de-
spite his popularity with the faculty he has re-
tained the distinguished office of color-bearer for
the "Bull-section" throughout his stay here.
As a cheer leader "Eb" has few equals and
every one remembers his funeral oration over the
dead "Hurricane". He has made many friends
while at Clemson. and we all wish him a success
in his chosen work.
Thomas Weir Davis
Clinton, S. C.
"1 love my Inends. so away u-'tlh miltlary
honors.''
Animal Husbandry
Private : Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Laurens County Club; Y. M. C. A.; Bull Club;
Rifle Marksmanship; Pistol Marksmanship; R. O.
T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
This sandy-haired lad. who is known to his
many friends at Clemson as "T. Weir", has en-
deared himself to us by his good fellowship.
Always ready to do any act of kindness for his
friends, he has numerous friends at Clemson who
will do anything for "T. Weir".
Coming to Clemson with the avowed intention
of learning everything that 'fessors and books can
tell about the raising of domestic animals. "T.
Weir" has become a true "Hull". As a supple-
mentary sideline, he has acquired marked pro-
ficiency in wielding a mighty "line" ; writing a
twelve-folder missive of affection is lucre child's
plaj tO "T. Weir."
Tlis ability to work persistently at anything
which he likes qualifies him to become a success
in whatever work be may undertake when he
leaves college. The best that we can wish you,
"T. Weir", is that you have as many friends
thruoul life as you have at Clemson.
Oliver Franklin Davenport
Belton. S. C.
"Look before, or you will find yourself
behind."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant-Major : Second Lieu-
tenant.
Senior R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Anniston.
Ala. ; First Class Pistol Shot ; Machine Gun Ex-
pert ; Anderson County Club ; American Society
of Textile Engineers ; Member College Rifle Team,
'24.
Jack became tired of doing nothing except fol-
lowing the slogan of his home town—"Watch
Belton Grow"—and came to Clemson in the fall
of '19.
Upon returning home after the completion of
his Freshman year. Jack completely succumbed
to his only weakness and became so infatuated
with a certain charming brunette— "the fairest
of the fair sex", he said—that he deemed it im-
possible to return to Clemson in '20. However,
being very unsuccessful as a lover. Jack was right
here with us in the fall of '21.
Jack has been spinning yarns around Clemson
for four years. Don't mention sports of any
kind to Jack if you have anything to do, because
he spins yarns about sports all day long. How-
ever, the yarns that he and B. I). Horton spin
with matchless skill are from cotton.
Jack, with his ability and pleasing personality,
cannot but be as he has been at Clemson—a suc-
cess in his chosen profession.
Fr\ncis Furman Dean
Anderson. S. C.
"I'm a terrible wreck of Christie's Text and
a h // of an engineer."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Private; Sergeant; First
Lieutenant.
Anderson County Club ; Electric City Club
;
Corresponding Secretary. Literary Critic. Treas-
urer Columbian Literary Society ; Executive Coun-
cil Student A. I. E. E. ; Senior Dancing Club;
Gallery Rifle Team. '22 and '23 ; Company "A"
R. O. T. C, Camp McClellan. Ala. ; Saturday
Knight Club; Busted Aristocrat.
Gangway: here he comes. This is "Bull", the
Steinmetz of Crip's disciples. He starts things
off with a bang and ends up in a whirlwind, but
he delivers the goods just the same.
But. Ladies and Gentlemen, all joking aside,
this handsome lad of the Electric City, has made
a success of everything he has tried.
"Bull" has two weaknesses, ladies and dances,
but as the two usually go together, they may be
termed as one.
Whenever either of the above is mentioned a
big smile comes over his face, and we are ex-
pecting "Bull" to have one of the gentler sex to
help him thru the resistance of life before long.
May Dame Fortune favor you, ole dear.
"Bull" thinks he wants to work with that in-
finitesimal thing they call an electron and find
out the why. when, and wherefore of it, but,
whether he follows this or not. we predict a great




"The mind has a thousand eyes.
The heart but one;
Yet the light of the whole life dies
When love is done."
Animal Husbandry
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant,
Special Weapons Company. Camp McClellan,
Anniston, Ala.: Students Correspondents Club
;
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Ink Splashers
Club; Secretary, Vice-President, and President
of the Wade Hampton Literary Society : Senior
Critic of the Agricultural Society ; "Chronicle"
Staff for two years; Square and Compass Club;
"Bull" Club ; Ambassador to Winthrop.
Four years ago this Georgetown lad entered the
class of '24 with the determination to win. His
pleasant smile, amiable personality and generous
disposition have secured for him a host of friends
since that time. His kind-heartedness and his
willingness to help others are two of his out-
standing characteristics.
"Door-knob" has contributed a number of ar-
ticles to the student publications and has shown a
remarkable talent for writing. In addition to this
he has always been actively interested in literary
society work, and has rendered some extremely
creditable service to his society.
Nothing but success can come to one who dis-
plays so many qualities of natural ability ; and,
"General", all your classmates wish you a future








"Be your own self . and leave custom to those
who need it."
Architecture
Private ; Corporal : First Sergeant ; Captain.
Editor-in-Chief, Taps, '24 ; Assistant Art Edi-
tor. Taps, '23; Vice-President Junior Class; As-
sociate Circulation Manager Tiger, '23 ; Architect-
ural Society ; Recording Secretary Architectural
Society. '23 ; Carolina Literary Society ; Capital
City Club: Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Senior Ring Committee ; Steering Committee
;
Special Weapons. R. O. T. C, Camp McClellan,
Ala. ; Member Beaux-Arts Institute of Design, '24.
A rare combination, this—pleasing features, a
store of common sense and talent. "Fred" em-
bodies the three to perfection. And furthermore,
he has a share of preferred stock at Converse.
As "ye gude editor" of this book, "Fred" has
headed a staff of men who will always remember,
and have affection for "our Fred." He was once
a member of the "Tiger" staff and was always
conscientious about writing his daily "Eleanorals."
A glance at his honors will show, better than
mere words, what we at Clemson think of
"Fred." He loves his work, whatever it may be.
and that love is shown in the perfection that
the work of his hands shows. Art is his realm,
and he applies his art to the branches of student
affairs with which he has been prominently con-
nected. He is a "Buddy" to his friends, and his
friends join in wishing him that rightful success
which is his.
Edwin Gaillard Dotterer
"Ah! but a man's reach must exceed his
grasp. '—Browning.
Private ; Private ; First Lieutenant.
President Block "C" Club; Vice-President
Senior Dancing Club; Junior Dancing Club; 'Var-
sity Football, '22, '23
; 'Varsity Basketball. '23. '24
;
Baseball, '23, 24 ; Freshman Football, '21 ; Fresh-
man Basketball, '22 ; Student Chapter A. S. C. E. ;
Charleston County Club; Camp McClellan; Direc-
tor of "The Clemson 'Ponzi' " ; Kappa Alpha
Fraternity. Beta Gamma Chapter.
"Gilly" has been with us only three short years,
having spent his first year at the College of
Charleston ; but during this time he has won a
host of admirers, because when "Gilly" starts
talking just listen because you are going to hear
something worthwhile.
"Dot" has taken a leading part in all branches
of athletics. On the athletic field we find in him
the same qualities that are so characteristic of
him:—fine sportsmanship along with plenty of
vim, pep, fight, and determination.
In the classroom and in student activities he
has made a record of which he should be justly
proud. Although he is "majoring" in engineer-
ing. "Gilly" has delved to a large extent in the
social and artistic phases of education—the arts
of the aesthetic dancer being one of his greatest
weaknesses.
We all heartily join in wishing every possible
success in future activities to any man with such




"I want to be square to the underworld.
And even a dog that is down,
I'd rather be a painter of smiles
Than to carve a grewsome frown."
Animal Husbandry
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Vice-President and President Laurens County
Club ; Member of Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Senior R. O. T. C, Camp Sir-
Clellan. Ala; Member of Animal Husbandry Club.
Laurens is noted for its fine fellows and "Am"
is no exception to the rule. It would be foolish
indeed for us to attempt to extol the rare qual-
ities and merits of "Am." He is indeed a paragon
for his countless admirers—a leader par excel-
lence. "Am" has a burning passion for "necking"
chickens, and many are the promising young ones
that he has "necked" to destruction. It is quite
a mystery as to just how some of the local pullets
acquired such abnormally long necks—only the
initiated know the real reason.
Seriously now, "Am" is one of the most Clevel-
and likable men we have ever known. His
friendship is truly amaranthine. Prince Charm-




"There are no free scholarships in the school
of experience."
Chemical Engineering.
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Editor-in-chief and Business Manager "The
Chronicle" '24; Junior Literary Editor "The
Chronicle" '23; Secretary and Vice-President
Columbian Literary Society ; Sharpshooter, first-
class pistol shot; Member of College Rifle, Pistol
and Boxing Teams. R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan ;
Member of Cross-country Team '21, 23, '24 ; Mem-
ber of Block "C" Club, '21, '22. '23. '24; Junior
Decoration Committee Junior-Senior Banquet '23
;
Delegate State College Press Association '23
;
President Chemistry Science Club, '24; Y. M. C.
A. Cabinet, '23. 24.
Yes, this is Marvin, or better known as "Slick."
Marvin hails from the little City of Easley. but
because of his ambitious characteristics he de-
cided in the Fall of '20 to absorb greater knowl-
edge of the subject of Chemical Engineering, in
which he has gloriously succeeded. "Slick" is a
little slow at times, but because of his bulldog
determination and tenacity he manages to attain
the foremost place of every phase of college
activity in which he participates. His winning
smile and easy going manner contribute to making
him one of the most popular cadets in the school,
and as an athlete "Slick" hasn't many equals.
We will say in conclusion that if this youngster
develops and utilizes his variegated accomplish-
ments he will contribute much to the world in
the years to come.
Maxcy Alton Evans
Pamplico, S. C.
"Not what seems fair.
But what is true:
Not what We dream.
But what we do."
Civil Engineering.
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieutenant.
Florence County Club ; Columbian Literary
Society ; Member of Student Chapter of A. S. C.
E.. '22, '23; Vice-President First Semester, '23,
'24; "Jail Bird"; First Class Pistol Shot; Rifle
Marksman, R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Your years ago this studious lad left the town
of Pamplico and cast his lot with the "Tigers"
at Tigertown. His one determination before com-
ing was to revolutionize the world in civil en-
gineering. With this in view he became a true
disciple of "Will Rodgers."
"Steinmetz" as he is called by his many friends
—a name which he well deserves because of his
ability to solve "Brassheads" problems in elec-
tricity—in the beginning formed the habit of
being prompt and studious. His sterling charac-
ter and good natured ways have contributed much
toward making all his acquaintances his friends.
Judging from the number of letters he receives
from Newberry, one would perhaps think that
he had just about decided that two can live more
cheaply than one. If he does make this mistake,
we will not be discouraged, for we feel sure that
this "Steinmetz" will be to the civil world what
the original Steinmetz was to the electrical world.
BOYCE DEWlTT EZELL
Cherokee, S. C.
"You will be what you will to be."
Horticulture.
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieutenant.
Spartanburg County Club ; R. O. T. C. Camp
McClellan ; Columbian Literary Society ; Agricul-
tural Society ; Debaters Medal Literary Society,
'23 ; Treasurer Agricultural Society ; Secretary-
Treasurer Horticultural Club.
From the illustrious county of Spartanburg, in
the fall of 1920, there arrived at Tigertown the
famous "Battling" Boyce Ezell. It was soon
evident that he was equipped with a purpose,
with fight, and with the happy faculty of always
being ready with the goods. And, as for this
man's disposition, his mood is as steady as the
working of an Elgin Watch. However, "Old
Battling Boyce" believes in standing for his con-
victions, hence the nickname "Battling."
He has taken an active part in Literary So-
ciety work, in which he is not only known for
his wit and combativeness, but also for receiving
the debaters medal.
"Battling Boyce" is now an ardent disciple of
"George Peter" in the intensive study of horticul-
ture. His keen intellect and untiring effort have
made him one of the foremost in this line.
The above facts augur that the future holds
for this man a decided success.
Thomas Murray Faris
Fort Mill, S. C.
'77s better to keep silent and be thought a
fool, than to speak and remove all doubt."
Horticulture.
Private ; Private ; Private ; First Lieutenant.
President York County Club; Member Sopho-
more, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs ; Mem-
ber of The Agricultural Society ; Horticultural
Club ; Senior R. O. T. C. and Special Weapons
Company, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Hail! To the Prince of Fort Mill. The people
of Fort Mill were astonished when this tall, lanky
youth decided to enter Tigertown in the search of
knowledge. Murray was a jolly good "Rat" and
he was always in trouble with the "Sophs." But
his ever-ready smiles and happy disposition, soon
made a host of friends. Because of his sorrel
hair he was soon dubbed the familiar name "Red."
In the early days "Red" showed a "hankering"
for "Bugs" ; later on he had an argument about
the number of legs on a "Lycopodium" ; so he
decided to change to Horticulture and become one
of "George Peter's" disciples.
All of the "Flappers" say that "Red" swings a
dancing foot, and a "sweet line", so we will take
their word for it.
Here's to you "Red", if you climb the rugged
road of life as diligently as you climbed the Hotel
Hill, your success is assured.
Frank Sumner Fayssoux
Greenville, S. C.
"The present is a fact: the past a memory;
the future a hope.''
Textile Engineering.
Private ; Private : Regimental Sergeant Major ;
Hon. Second Lieutenant.
Freshman Football, '20 ; Textile Society ; Secre-
tary and Treasurer Junior Dancing Club; Secre-
tary and Treasurer Greenville City Club ; Presi-
dent Senior Dancing Club; President Greenville
City Club.
None knew him but to like him : none named
him but to praise. Thanks to Greenville we have
in "Toots", one of our most popular and cherished
classmates.
"Toots" is a man of rare native ability, com-
mon sense, and good judgment coupled with a
keen appreciation and understanding of fellow-
men. The second rate never has made any appeal
to him ; the first rate finds in him a welcome
enthusiast. "Toots" is always very natural, in-
telligently alive, and thoroughly interested in the
person with whom he is with.
On all student activities we find "Toots" a
"prime mover" ;—but with a slight inclination to-
wards the social side. Countless social functions
are the results of his handiwork. He is gener-
ous to a fault, and has the patience of a "Suttee."
"Toots", may you force this proud world to do
you the homage you justly deserve, for we of '24
will always be proud of you.
James lennerton Ferguson
Charleston, S. C.
"It's gv.de to be merry and wise.
It's gude to be honest and true.
And afore you're off Wl the auld love
It's best to be on wi' the new."
Textile Engineering.
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Textile Society ; Charleston County Club : Hoo-
doo Club; Sophomore Dancing Club; "Jail-bird"
Club.
Jim, as we have learned to call him. hails from
the city by the sea. Sandy, as he is sometimes
called, joined us in the fall of '20 and has been
one of the most faithful boosters of Clemson ever
since. .Jim's jovial disposition has won for him
numberless friends and he has delighted many of
us by his mixture of Scottish and "Battery" wit.
This young fellow is .•> hard w rker and he usually
attains what he sels out to do.
The only thing we have against Jim is that he
cast his lot with the "lint-heads", but in spite of
this drawback, we are certain that he will some
day make a great success in his chosen p o.
fession.
"Si.iity" i- an advocate "I attending formations,
and we can truthfully say thai he attended one
formation daily -I reveille)
.
So Jim, the class of '24 join in wishing you a




"1 will say what I believe today although it
may contradict everything I said yesterday."
Civil Engineering.
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Captain.
Business Manager Tiger. '24; Associate Athletic
Editor Tiger, '23; Student Member Athletic-
Council ; Member of Tennis Team. '22, '23. '24 1
Captain and Manager Tennis Team, '24 ; Vice-
President S. C. Tennis Collegiate Association ;
Freshman Basketball Team; Block "C" Club:
Athletic Steering Committee; Photo Editor Taps;
Member of Student Chapter A. S. C. E. : Secre-
tary and Treasurer Freshman Class : Calhoun
Literary Society : Spartanburg County Club
;
Hastoc Club: Senior Dancing Club: Bible Class
Leader; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Here is a man who has lived up to bis ideals
through four turbulent years of college life. We
c;m take olT our hats to such a man. "Fit/." can
count his friends in every group of men that
gather on our campus. "Abe", as he is known,
has not sought honors, but through his honesty
of purpose and his ability as an all round man.
they have come to him as naturally as steel shav-
ings adhere to a magnet.
"Fit/." shines on the Tennis Court: and takes
the greatest interest in all branches of athletics.
In his chosen profession. Civil Engineering, we
expect him to build the first real bridge across
the Atlantic.
If a strong personality and a willingness to do
his share of the work will carry a man to suc-




"Win the friendship and love of the ladies—
the men will follow."
Mechanical Engineering.
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Member Columbian Literary Society ; Member
of Newspaper Correspondents Club ; Member of
Students' Branch of American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers ; Aiken County Club ; Junior-Senior
Decoration Committee. '23 ; R. 0. T. C. Camp
McClellan. Ala : First-Class Pistol Shot.
In the early fall of '20 Augusta suffered a great
loss when this lad. known to his friends as
"Itoland", decided to leave all the pleasures of
the gay city and in return obtain a better educa-
tion. Augusta's loss was Clemson's gain.
"Roland" in his decision for life's work cast
his lot with the Mechanicals, and during his stay
at Clemson has won the admiration of all the
"Profs", and a host of the cadets as well.
Roland, as we know him, is a sincere friend, a
gentleman, a hard and tireless worker, an ardent
lover of the "Fair Sex", a true and loyal
"Tiger" with a sincerity that will never say die.
From these dualities and his naturally sunny dis-
position we can predict a very successful and
happy future for Roland. Go to it "old boy"
we're wishing you a very successful and happy
future along with the choice of your heart.
Robert Otto Fortenbery
Gaffney, S. C.
"A smile is a treasure that neither thieves nor
robbers can snatch away."
Mechanical Engineering.
Private; Corporal; Private; First Lieutenant.
Cherokee County Club; Secretary "Bob" Club;
Bible Class ; Carolina Literary Society ; Class
Football, '21; Football Squad, '23. '24; Student
Fellowship Conference. Atlanta ; Pistol and Rif It-
Sharpshooter, R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala ;
Rifle and Pistol Team. Camp McClellan ; Camp
Perry Rifle Team ; Clemson Rifle Team : Stu-
dents' Newspaper Correspondence Club ; Swim-
ming Team; President Cherokee County Club;
A. S. M. E. First Lieutenant Staff.
This big boy weighs over two hundred pounds
and he hails from the City of Gaffney.
"Bob", as he is affectionately known to his
many friends in "Tigertown" has a sunny dis-
position and is always smiling regardless of cir-
cumstances. This accounts for his popularity, for
he could count all of his enemies on less than
one finger.
He has chosen mechanical engineering for his
profession, his object in doing this is to see what
makes a Ford rattle. He has done well along
this line, but he has one great weakness and that
is the ladies. Besides his ability as an engineer
he has also achieved greatness along military
lines. He is a member of the "yacht club" in full
and regular standing, and has attained the rating
of "canoe."
Our sincere hope is that he will drink freely
from the Trough (S. C.) of success and happiness.
Roy Calhoun Fuller
Pacolet, S. C.
'Tis better to remain silent and be thought
a fool, than to speak and remove all doubt."
Mechanical Engineering.
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala; Spartan-
burg County Club; Secretary A. S. M. E. ; Blink-
ing Buzzards Society.
There are many reasons why this energetic
young man has been dubbed "High" by his class-
mates. He was first given this name on account
of his being above the average in height ; but as
he has labored with us, we have learned that
everything about him is high. He has high ideals
and high ambitions.
"High" came to Clemson with the sole idea of
making a Mechanical Engineer of himself, and he
has overcome all of the obstacles that the en-
gineering faculty placed across his path. He
may not startle the world with any wonderful
inventions, but his determination and ambition
will put him at the top of any ladder he chooses
to climb.
There is always some weakness in every strong
fellow. "High's" weakness is the ladies. He likes
them all. and judging from the numerous letters
and "mysterious" packages he receives, they all
like him. This shows that his worth is realized
and appreciated at places other than Clemson.
Here's to you. Fuller, we are looking at you,
and we know your name will appear among those
of the good players in this old game called life.
Charlton Covington Garrison
Fort Mill. S. C.
"Teach me your mood, O, patient stars
Who climb each night the ancient sky.
Leaving on space no shade, no scars,
No trace of age, no fear to die."
Agronomy
Private : Corporal ; Drum Major ; Major.
Vice-President Freshman Class ; Vice-President
Senior Class : Vice-President Block "C" Club
;
•Varsity Football, '23 ; 'Varsity Basketball. '23.
'24 ; Alumni Editor of Tiger : Member of Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet ; Pistol and Rifle Expert ; Vice-
President of Agronomy Club ; Senior R. O. T. C.
Camp. Camp McClellan. Ala. ; Captain of Basket-
ball Team. '24
September 30, 1901 in Fort Mill, S. C, has gone
down in history as being one of the most im-
portant days within the memory of the old re-
liable pioneer citizens of that thriving metropolis.
Many are the days throughout the year that are
celebrated as national holidays, in view of their
historical significance. Each of these famous days
has its own importance—just so. with the one
named above. On this particular date one of
Clemson's best known celebrities made his official
debut to the civilized realm of the universe. That
masculine "deb" was none other than the man
who now goes by the official title of "Marse Cal"
Garrison.
The honors listed above show what Charlie has
done since coming to Clemson and the manner in
which he did it.
"Charlie" is a man of sterling character, and
a prince of a good fellow.
John Porter Gaston
Rodman. S. C.
"Lite is what you make it.''
Dairying,
Private; Corporal: Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Chester County Club; Palmetto Literary So-
ciety ; Secretary and President Agricultural So-
ciety ; National Dairy Show, and World's Dairy
Congress, Syracuse. N. Y. ; Bible Class ; R 6.
T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
The thriving little town of Rodman has one
son at Clemson of whom she is very proud, and
justly so. Since his arrival here in the fall of
'20, "Pootsie" has gained quite a reputation
among his fellow students as an animal man and
among the professors as a dairyman. His pro-
ficiency in both these branches of the livestock
industry is excellent.
Porter has all the traits of character that go
to make up a gentleman. He is always ready to
act the part of a friend or to lend a helping
hand to any person in need. A ready smile and
a likable disposition are directly responsible for
the lad's large number of close personal friends.




"To love and be loved is the greatest happi-
ness of existence."
Civil Engineering.
Private; Private; Private: Second Lieutenant.
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan; A. S. C. E. Club;
President of County Club.
Above, girls, you see "Pop" Glenn, the Jesse
James of the book exchange. "Pop". "Father".
"Chicken" or "Poultry", came back to us after
a lapse of several years and joined the Clarke
Clan. It is tradition in the city of Wallaceville
that when "Pop" left, all the chickens pined away.
At Clemson "Pop" has been one of the lead-
ers of his class. The possessor of a pleasing per-
sonality and rare good nature, he has made
friends of all who have come in contact with him.
His ability as an engineer speaks well for the
future. And we can see nothing but success in
store for him.
At present "Pop" is contemplating moving to
Pelzer or moving part of Pelzer to Wallaceville.
We wish you luck "Pop." You leave with the
best wishes of the class of '24.
Wilbur Eugene Goff
Lcesville. S. C.
"It is not birth, nor rank nor state.
'Tis git-up-and-git, that makes men great."
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Senior R. O. T. C. Infantry, Camp McClellan.
Ala. ; Students' Newspaper Correspondence Club.
'20
; Rifle Team, Sharp Shooters ; President of
Horticulture Club: President of Saluda Countv
Club.
Out of the wilds of Saluda County in the fall
of 1920 came this handsome young lad. He was
dissatisfied with the methods of farming in his
community : so he decided to learn how to im-
prove these methods. He realized the possibilities
of fruit growing in his county ; so he chose
Horticulture as his course of study.
He has not been a brilliant star in college but
rather has been a regular college bay. Nothing
out of the ordinary has come to him during his
four years stay with us. But one thing has made
him one of the most popular members of his
class. This is doubtless his winning disposition.
He is always gay. always ready to have fun where
fun belongs and work where work should be. This
one feature has made him especially popular with
the ladies.
Here's to you. old boy! May all your hopes
materialize, for we know whence they come, from
tlie heart of a real man.
Robert Lee Griffin
Anderson. S. C.
"The extent of a man's success is never
beyond his aims."
Chemistry.
Class and Company Football ; Varsity Football.
'23; Block "C" Club; Senior Dancing Club; Chem-
istry Science Club ; Palmetto Literary Society :
Secretary Treasurer and President Anderson
County Club; President Electric City Club;
Sharpshooter, First Class Pistol Shot, and Clem-
son Track and Rifle Teams at Camp McClel-
lan. Ala.. '23.
Just another lad from the Electric City—and he
is truly a dynamo of energy, wit and an incompar-
able "line." Although Bob has been prowling
around the Chemistry Building for four years,
he has come out unblemished. He has the reputa-
tion of being a demon with the women, and many
broken hearts are attributed to this handsome
youth. In the class room, on the campus, and on
the athletic field, he ha- made his mark and is
honored and loved by a host of friends. A hard
fighter, a true sport, and a real man—these
phrases best express the true character of Bob.




"Be at peace with your neighbors, and at
war with your evils.''
Textile Engineering.
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; First Lieutenant.
President Textile Society ; Anderson County
Club ; Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs ; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Anniston,
Alabama ; Marksman and First Class Pistol Shot.
He came, he saw. he conquered— Helton. But
well may the inhabitants of this flourishing city
be proud of Kay. for he has found his way into
the heart of many a man at Clemson. Kay is
one of the famous "lintheads" who have suc-
ceeded in arguing "Swine" and his associates out
of a diploma. He is reputed to be an excellent
doffer with an exceedingly acute taste for testing
the qualities of egg-preservers, etc. Many a
blushing maid has collapsed before the serene
gaze of his fair blue eyes. A steady worker, a
true friend, and a gentleman.—he is all of these
and more. We wish you luck and success, Kay.
wherever you may go.
William Furman Griffin
Cross Hill. S. C.
"The surest way not to fail is to determine
to succeed."
Electrical Engineering.
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Member A. I. E. E. ; Member Palmetto Literary
Society; Junior and Senior Dancing Club; Lau-
rens County Club ; Senior R. O. T. C. Camp Mc-
Clellan. Ala.; Marksman: Jail Bird Club: Com-
pany Basketball and Baseball.
It would take several volumes to express the
esteem with which we hold "Jug." The class "f
'24 would be incomplete without him. Always
cheerful, and with a ready smile for all, he is one
of the most popular members of the class.
"Jug" believes in letting the future take care
of itself. He meets difficulties with a smile—he
is a true optimist. His sense of humor is one
of his greatest assets.
He started out with the Electricals, and it
wasn't long until "Crip" realized that he had
found a true engineer. In fact "Jug" takes to
electricity as a duck takes to water. In his train-
ing here he has received some valuable practical
experience, especially in the way of ammeters.
"Jug", we wish for you the best of luck, and




"I hope I shall possess firmness and virtue
enough to maintain what I consider the most
enviable of all titles, the character of an hon-
est man."
Horticulture.
Junior Critic. Recording Secretary. Vice-Pres-
ident. President Palmetto Literary Society ; Horti-
culture Club; Vice-Commander American Legion,
'23 and '24 : A. E. F. Club 30th Division : Secre-
tary and Treasurer. Executive Committeeman
A. E. F. Club.
•Griff" blew into Tigertown from the coast
in the fall of 1919. After one year of pre-
paratory work he entered upon the regular cur-
riculum, and with an undefeatable determination
he has made an enviable record.
He was a member of the famous Thirtieth
Division during the World War with which he
served twelve months over seas. He helped break
the strong Hindenburg Line. and. October 8. 1918.
was wounded during the continuation of his
march to victory. In recognition of his excellent
services to his country, he received a citation for
bravery.
His capability and charming personality have
won the friendship and good will of all his
associates.
His favorite pastime seems to be centered
around our neighboring city of Anderson. We
fear that this will have a great bearing on his
future career. We feel sure that "Griff" will
make a success in anything he takes up. As we
part we say, "luck to you 'til we meet again."
Charles Marvin Hagan
Due West. S. C.
"A pound of pluck is worth a ton of luck."
Electrical Engineering
Private : Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Abbeville County Club; R. O. T. C. Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala. ; Expert Rifleman; Pistol Sharpshoot-
er ; Rifle Team, '23. '24 ; Pistol Team.
Hailing from Due West, "Hogan" blew into
Clemson at the beginning of the second mile
with a firm determination to make good. In this.
he has succeeded as his many friends and profes-
sors can testify. Although the road has been
steep and rocky at times. "Hogan" has always
met his troubles with a smile and has never
acknowledged defeat.
He came to Clemson with the hope of putting
some of his original ideas into Electrical En-
gineering, and with this in view he has put
forth his untiring efforts. Though he has never
been in serious danger of a nervous breakdown
from excessive study, his class standing is above
that of the average student.
In whatever capacity "Hogan" may attempt to
serve, he will make good, for he possesses
those sterling qualities that go to make a man.
His classmates and many friends wish for him
a happy and successful future.
David Harold Hair
Blackville, S. C.
"When in doubt, play trumps."
Architecture
Architectural Society, '22, '23, '24 ; Swimming
Team; Satire Editor of "Taps"; Junior and
Senior Dancing Club; Barnwell County Club;
Newspaper Correspondence Club ; R. O. T. C.
Infantry Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Rifle Marksman ;
Camp Track Team ; Camp "Bolo Team" ; Jail-bird
Club.
In the fall of '20 there was weeping and wailing
and gnashing of teeth in the city of Blackville ;
another "Rabbit" had left town. This "Rabbit"
had only wished to fallow the footsteps of many
other good men ; that is. by coming to Clemson.
"Rabbit" liked to draw, so he took up Archi-
tecture. He has made himself famous among
the professors along this line. He also has a
wonderful personality which has won him many-
friends at Clemson.
Among the fairer sex, he is just a bolt of light-
ning. He fairly knocks them all cold. He says
that this is his outstanding weakness—heart
trouble. We believe, though, that his heart was
once anchored fast and has not been completely
torn loose yet.
In "Rabbit" the class of '24 has a comrade
from whom they part with much regret. We
can predict only a happy and successful future
in the Architectural world. Look out, Cass
Gilbert, "Rabbit" is coming.
Elliott Holmes H\ll,
Great Falls. S. C.
JR.
"/ often regret my speech, but never my
silence."
Animal Husbandry
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Captain.
President the Senior Class ; Secretary Treasurer
the Junior Class ; Vice-President the Sophomore
Cla^s ; Editor-in-Chief the Tiger, '24 ; Associate
Editor the Tiger. '23 ; 'Varsity Track Team. '21.
'22, '23. '24 ; Member Athletic Council ; Mem-
ber Ring Committee. '24 ; Executive Southern
Federation College Students : Recording Secre-
tary S. C. I. O. A. ; President Calhoun Literary
Society ; Block "C" Club Four Years ; R. O. T. C.
Camp. Camp McClellan. Ala ; Agricultural So-
ciety ; Secretary and Treasurer Chester County
Club: Hastoc Club; Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs.
Nothing discloses character like the use of
power. If such is the case. Elliott has displayed
character worthy of a true Tiger. Elliott has
held every honor conceivable during his stay at
Clemson. He is a jack-of-all-trades and perfect
at all of them.
Elliott has the distinction of being the young-
est president of a senior class during Clemson 's
history. His indomitable will and his unswerving
ideals have piloted the Senior class safely to
shore. In athletics Elliott has proven a star.
His feats in track would make the Roman Gods
envious. By his untiring work as Editor-in-Chief
of the Tiger, he has enlarged that paper until it
has become one of the best in the South.
Clemson's loss will be the world's gain, be-
cause the world needs leaders like you. Elliott.
Stephen Smith Hamilton
Dillon. S. C.
"If you would keep a friend accept his
advice; but use your own judgment as to
using it."
Civil Engineering
Private : Private ; First Sergeant ; Colonel.
Vice-President Dillon County Club ; Charter
Member of the Yacht Club; A. E. F. Club; First
Sergeants' Club: R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan.
Ala. ; Rifle Marksman : Jailbird Club.
After serving "Uncle Sam" in the Argonne.
"Steamboat" journeyed his weary way to Clemson
Perhaps he acquired his military inclinations
"Over There." who knows? He is a leader of
men. and this is proved by the fact that he is
Cadet Colonel and Admiral of the world famous
Yacht Club.
When he gets his "Dip", "Steamboat" intends
In enter the army again. He has quite a con-
siderable problem to solve, and offers a reward to
the person who can tell him how two can live
as cheaply as one on a "Shave-tail's" pay check.
While at Clemson. "Boat" has made a large
number of friends. Here's luck to you. Hamilton.
May you attain the heights of Alexander the
Great; become as strategical as Napoleon; and
as famous as Washington.
Oswell Jennings Harvey
Summcrville. S. C.
"To thine own self he true.
And it must follow, as the night the day.
Thou canst not then be false to any man."
Agronomy
Private; Corporal; Private: Second Lieutenant.
Secretary and President Palmetto Literary So-
ciety ; Agricultural Society ; Newspaper Corres-
pondence Club; Agronomy Club; Friendship Coun-
cil; Bible Class: Bible Class Leader; Senior
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
And here is a promising young man from the
metropolis of Summerville. He is truly a product
of the low country, and this section of South
Carolina should feel justly proud of this noble son
of hers.
As a ladies' man Oswell has few equals. They
all fall for his winning smiles. He says he wants
his degrees to come in the order of D-I-P. J-O-B
and M-R-S. But most probably they will come as
D-I-P. M-R-S. and then J-O-B. Regardless of
which order they come, success is sure to crown
his efforts.
Oswell has been a good classmate, a loyal
Tiger, and a true friend in college, and we are
confident that his many fine traits of character




"Good looking girls can do wonders
with me."
Chemical Engineering.
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieuten-
ant.
Secretary and Treasurer Sumter County Club.
'23 : President of County Club, '24 ; Member Co-
lumbian Literary Society ; Chemistry Science
Clubs; Students Correspondence Club; Sophomore,
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Sharpshooter;
Member of Rifle Team : R. 0. T. C. Camp Mc-
Clellan. Alabama : Member of College Rifle
Team, '24.
Sumter mourned the day that John decided
that he must leave and pursue an education at
Clemson. But the many tears that wen' shed
over his departure will eventually turn to smiles
of exultation when it is realized that in John
there is a man to be proud of.
John's one failing, if this be one, is his love
for the fairer sex. He is a faithful follower of
Terpsichore and probably this contributes to the
fact that he is blessed with so many feminine
admirers.
John has chosen Chemistry as the field in
which he wishes to wander and we feel sure
that the fame of Pascal, Lavosier, and other
great men will fade into darkness when this
young man steps to the front. John is known
to his close associates as an honest, true friend




"In seeking wisdom thou are wise: in
imagining thou has attained it thou art a
fool."
Civil Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
Captain.
Columbia Literary Society; Vice-President
Pickens County Club; Assistant Manager Foot-
hall. '23
; Joke Editor Chronicle ; Freshman
Basketball Team. '21: Member Student Chapter;
A. S. C. E. : Sophomore. Junior, and Senior
Dancing Clubs ; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Here we have a living example of greatness,
so why turn through the dusty pages of the
past in search of inspiration. "Snake" Hendricks'
magnetic personality draws for him a sincere
liking from all those with whom he is associated.
His popularity has not been limited to any one
phase of his college career, but on the contrary,
he is a man well known and admired both so-
cially and academically. It might be said, how-
ever, that the greater of these is socially.
If all the feminine hearts that beat to the tune
of Hendricks should ever have a simultaneous ex-
pression of their true feelings, it is feared that
the State of South Carolina would be hopelessly
flooded by a tidal wave of emotion that would
make the Palmetto state tremble from radiator
cap to rear bumper.
May the above named lad always know that
his college associates are one hundred per cent
strong in wishing him every possible success in
his future game of life.
Robert Ellis Hiller
Chapin, S. C.
"Do right and fear no man. Don't Write
and fear no woman."
Civil Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; Second Lieutenant.
Lexington County Club; "Bob" Club; Picked
Company '21; Jailbird Club; Senior R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Member A. S. C. E.
From Chapin. four years ago. came "Bob"
Hiller with his likable smile and his fondness for
sleep. He was sick for some time during his
sophomore year, but by hard work has made
up the time lost.
"Bob's" habits are above reproach, and he has
always stood for the right things.
He sometimes amuses himself, to the distress
of his neighbors, by singing at the top of his
"melodyless" voice ; so much so in fact that he is
often heard on the Hotel Hill.
During his Junior year "Bob" became afflicted
with "kodakitis", and now he and his camera are
familiar sights at all athletic events.
May your camera accompany you down the








The "Old Reliable" joined us late in our sopho-
more year, but has been a mainstay to the class.
"Pat" seemed to be able to carry 30 hours of
work with the same ease that he could carry 18.
In Education. "Pat" was the top notch. We are
of the opinion that the school which secures his
services will certainly be lucky.
Pascal Hamilton Hollingsworth
Union. S. C.
"Stickability and co-operation are the secret
of a good cloth, cried the fibers."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private ; Honorary Second
Lieutenant.
Carolina Literary Society ; Textile Society
;
President and Vice-President of Union County
Club ; First Class Pistol Shot ; Company Baseball
Company Football ; Friendship Council ; Bible
Class Leader; Sophomore. Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs : Senior R. O. T. C. Camp. Camp
McClellan, Ala ; Member of Polo Team and
"Blinking Buzzards Society."
Pascal left his native haunts around Union
in the fall of "20 and cast his lot with over
four hundred other freshmen at "Tigertown." He
thought that yarn-making and knot-tying were
pretty soft work so he decided to take his major
work under "Swine" and "ANIMAL RICHARD."
"Pack's" good looks, ready wit, and winning
smile have won for him the admiration and love
of all who know him. This fact is clearly and
forcibly demonstrated by the leading part that
"Pack" took in all the social activities of the
college. He is the kind of friend that you like to
have and as a companion is all that could be
desired.
"Pack", we trust that vour experience as a




"If music be the food of love, play on."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Vice-President and Secretary Aiken Countv
Club; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.; Member
of Bible Class ; Senior Dancing Club ; Company
Football ; Saturday Knight Club.
Graniteville donated this handsome lad to the
present senior class way back in the fall of '20.
Since that time "Riggie" has become one of the
most prominent men in the college, his never-
failing sense of humor and his good natured
raillery having won for him friends from the
entire corps ; and his sense of loyalty and honor,
together with his generous disposition, has justly
kept the admiration of all.
"Riggie" may not be a genius in the electrical
world, but he will undoubtedly make a success
in whatever branch of work he enters. Men
cannot neglect a person who does his duty
cheerfully and with all his might ; and that is
just what "Riggie" has always done. So now,
"Riggie". all your friends join in the wish that
your success in life may be even greater than
your success in college.
Thomas Littlejohn Jefferies
Gaffney, S. C.
"To thine ovsn self be true, and it must fol-
low as the night the day thou canst not then
be false to any man."
Agronomy
Private; Corporal; Private; First Lieutenant.
Cherokee County Club; Quaffers' Club; Agron-
omy Club; "Tiger" StatT ; President Columbian
Literary Society : Senior Literary Critic. Colum-
bian Literary Society ; Marksman ; H. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan. Ala.
Shakespeare's "Kins Henry Eighth" has a
worthy successor in Mr. Jefferies.
Tommie was preceded to Clemson by an ad-
vance guard who made it plain that he was a
hand ome "rat" and that he was to be treated
accordingly. He was.
.left"" chose to become a disciple of "Lord" Col-
lins rather (ban one of "Dicky." He has made
quite a success in his chosen branch, and is
liked bj "dew drops", cadets and faculty. In
the military line he has made good, becoming a
mi mbei oi gi od standing in the "anti-reveille"
squad.
When he goes ou1 to conquer the world, we will
miss him as much as dues Gaffney, for he has
quite a host of friends and a girl in every town.
Edward Everett Jeffries
Union, S. C.
"My face is my fortune; I've been broke all
my life."
Industrial Education
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Senior R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.;
Union County Club; Glee Club; Active Member
of V. M. C. A.
"Jeff" or "Squeedunk" as he is more familiarly
known at Clemson. came to us in '19. He re-
mained out of school one year, and, thus, he
became a member of the class of '24.
Early in his college career, "Squeedunk" de-
cided to take Industrial Education and thus be-
come a follower of "Swine" and his lintheads.
Because of his ability to perfectly imitate farm
animals, "Squeedunk" has gained much notoriety.
His ability as a "songbird" is known far and
wide. As a member of the Glee Club, "Squee-
dunk" has vamped many a college girl and he
bids fair to become a worthx -uo-essor to Caruso.
"Squeedunk" is a likable fellow and makes
fri< nds wherever he goes. He meets every obliga-
tion and faces every task with a determination
that is sure to win.
Co to it old boy. and may your life's joys be
as numerous as the stars.
Bruce K. Jones
Easley, S. C.
"Follow your honest convictions and be
strong."
Architecture
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Columbian Literary Society. '21, '22. '23, '24;
Secretary and Treasurer Pickens County Club.
'23; Architectural Society. '22. '23. '24; 'Varsity
Football Squad, '22 ; R. O. T. C. Camp, Camp
McClellan. Ala.
Bruce, feeling artistically inclined, cast his
lot with the Architects. After following closely
the "encouraging" words of Lange and "Red"
Allen, he won a mention in the Beaux Arts
Society his senior year, an honor which but few
Clemson men have received.
As a heart smasher, it is whispered around
the wilds of Easley that Bruce is par excellent.
But being a quiet and reserved lad he refrains
from speaking of the "female of the species",
so he goes down in history as a woman hater
—
but nix ! anything else but.
Bruce, when you go forth in the world let your-
self be guided by your natural inclination and
success will meet you in every way. But as for
your heart, weigh it carefully on the scales of love
before you submit its care to any of the fair sex.
Your classmates wish you luck and hope you
will be blessed with happiness.
Joe Frank Jones
Starr. S. C.
"It is better to have people wonder what
you'd say than wonder why you said it."
Agronomy
Private : Private ; Sergeant ; Second Lieutenant.
Anderson County Club ; Vice-President Ander-
son County Club ; Palmetto Literary Society ; Pro-
secuting Critic and Censor of Palmetto Literary
Society: Agronomy Club; Bible Class; R. O. T.
C. Training Camp. Anniston. Alabama; Member
Agricultural Society ; Vice-President Agricultural
Society.
"Venus," as he is affectionately known to his
many friends at Clemson, hails from the near-by
city of Starr. He is indeed a shining satellite
of this astronomical city, and in his four years
at Clemson he has shown rare flashes of bril-
liance in "shooting at" his professors. We at-
tribute this native ability to the fact that he is
one of those phenomenal "Shooting Starrs." This
together with the rare combination of a "good
line and good looks" has made him one of the
most popular men at Clemson.
Upon entering Clemson Jones cast his lot
with the Aggies. In spite of the fact that he has
encountered untold difficulties in making soil
"pellets" under the supervision of "Lord" Col-
ling-, he has made marked success in his chosen
line.
We predict for this young man a brilliant suc-
cess, and before many years he will have taken
unto himself something which we can truly say
will make "The Little City Twinkle."
Carl Thomas Julian
Newberry. S. C.
"Count that day lost whose low descending
sun sees no worthy deed done."
Civil Engineering
U. S. Veterans Bureau Trainee ; Member
Clemson College Chapter. A. S. C. E.
When the war was over "Doctor" Julien de-
cided that he wanted to view the world through
a transit for the remainder of his life, and
accordingly he came to Clemson in '22.
During his senior year he fell in love with the
electrical laboratory to such an extent that he
almost changed his course, but after much thought
and more talk, he decided to continue to follow
the teachings of "Wyoming Willie" and "K. P."
Doane.
"Doctor" isn't afraid of work. In fact he
must like it. or so one would judge from his
schedules. The world needs men of this type.
So here's to you. "Doctor", may you never




"Do right and fear no man: don't write and
fear no woman."
Private ; Private ; Private : Second Lieutenant.
Charleston County Club : College Rifle Team.
'24
: Rifle Marksmanship. R. O. T. C. Camp Mc-
Clellan. Ala.
"Kirk", better known as "Levi", set sail for
Clemson in the early fall of '20 with the de-
termination to master the most shocking study
of all. electricity. "Levi" hails from that fam-
ous seashore town of McClellanville in the lower
part of South Carolina. "Levi" is a most loyal
"Tiger", and although Cupids darts have missed
him so far we predict that he will make a great
success of matrimony.
"Kirk" has a true heart, is a hard and tire-
less worker, a true friend and a gentleman, and
with these characteristics he is bound to succeed.
Sincerity and determination are yours, "Levi"
and we wish you all the success that this old
world can give to a hard and earnest worker.
Henry Douglas Knight
Angelus. S. C.
"Don't let studying interfere with your
education."
Mechanical Engineers
Private : Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
President Chesterfield County Club; Junior-
Senior Decoration Committee ; Columbian Literary
Society ; Student Branch A. S. M. E. ; Senior
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
This lanky lad from Angelus breezed into the
Tiger lair in September. 1920. We cannot im-
agine what influence was brought to bear upon
this lad in causing him to cast his lot with the
engineers—and things inanimate, for the rumor
is that he was an ardent admirer of the farmer's
life. Nevertheless, we know that he selected
the right course because he is permeated with
patience, the requisite of the engineer.
"H. D.". because of his never-failing consider-
ation and interest in the other fellow has con-
tracted a host of friends who have dubbed him
•Q. J."
The mechanicals owe to "Q. J." much for his
untiring effort and personal sacrifices in making
their basketball team what it was.
He is a hard worker with the spirit of the en-
gineer to seek the truth. His success lies just
ahead.
Here's luck to you. "Q. J."
Marion Rogers Leach
Greenville. S. C.
"What's yours is mine, and what's mine
is my own."
Electrical Engineering
Greenville City Club ; Member S. A. I. E. E. ;
Treasurer Senior Dancing Club; R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan. Ala.
We all envy "Minkey" in his ability to get
what he wants and at the same time in making
his wants of such a nature as to be for his
betterment. He has taken an active part in
Student Activities and well can it be said of
him that "he justly deserves the praise." In the
pursuit of his studies "Minkey" has made a host
of friends, both among the faculty and students
and with the knowledge thus gained he intends
electrifying Utah.
It was only after much pleading and assur-
ance of success that "Minkey" finally made his
debut into society, but when he did it was as-
tonishing to beheld his success for in a short
time he was lamenting because he had no more
Fair Ones to electrify and conquer.




"Determination makes dreams come true.''
Civil Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Dancing Clubs; B. M. I. Club; Newspaper Cor-
respondence Club, '21; Band, '21, '22, '23. '24;
Jungaleers Jazz Orchestra, '24 ; R. O. T. C.
Orchestra : Camp McClellan, Alabama ; Concert
Orchestra. '24 ; Member of A. S. C. E. ; Secretary
and Treasurer, Vice-President, President Kershaw
County Club ; Senior R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan,
Alabama ; First Class Pistol Shot.
When "Tom" left Camden in the Fall of '20
for Clemson. there was a great commotion among
the cows and dogs. "Tom", when he arrived at
Clemson. got his throat sun-burned by looking
at the tall buildings, but he soon got used to this.
His sheiking parties in Anderson show one of
his outstanding characteristics. He is a great
admirer of the fairer sex as shown by his parties
in the aforementioned city. "Tom" is a jazz artist
as well as a sheik. You ought to hear him
"pump" a bass in the College Orchestra.
He is a disciple of "Wild Bill" because he
delights in flagging rods and carrying transits.
There is something in store for you, "Tom." so
here's to you all through life.
James Gaston Lewis
Aynor. S. C.
"Make your life so count that the undertaker
Will be sorry when you die.''
Agronomy
Private ; Private ; Private ; "Honorary" Second
Lieutenant.
President Horry County Club; Vice-President
Palmetto Literary Society ; Secretary Agronomy
Club; Friendship Council; News Correspondence
Club; Senior R. O. T. O, Camp McClellan. Ala.;
Rifle Marksman : First Class Pistol Shot.
What a sad procession it was that marched
down those streets of Aynor. S. C. one September
day in the fall of '19. It was not a funeral.
"Uncle Dudly" was leaving for Clemson to be-
gin, to get ready, to get started, to acquire an
education.
During the session of 1920-21, this young man
had to remain at home because of illness in the
family. In the fall of '21, he came again into
the midst of another class who gladly accepted
him as one of their members.
Jim gets there always. He is like the tor-
t, ise but sure. "To Get and To Hold." When
"They" begin to run a store in Aynor, calico
will be sure to go up. Luck to you, Jim.
John Griffin Lewis
Williamston. S. C.
"Work as though you were to live forever:
live as though you were to die tomorrow."
General Science
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Recording Secretary. Treasurer and President
Wade Hampton Literary Society : Students News-
paper Correspondence Club : Active Member of
Y. M. C. A.; Member Bible Class; Anderson
County Club.
After struggling through the county schools of
Anderson County. John saw the need of better
schools. Therefore, when he came to Clemson.
he chose, as his major subject, education.
John is a lad that says very little but thinks
much. There is something in his quiet nature
that tell us that he will succeed in life's battles,
as well as he has succeeded in winning the admir-
ation of his classmates and professors. John's
greatest ambition is to become a dignified "Prof."
with many assistants, preferably those of the
fairer sex. We, his colleagues, predict a great




"It is better to love that which you can-
not have than to have that which you cannot
love."
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Richland County Club; Charleston County Club;
Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs ;
Charter Member of Golf Club ; Freshman Foot-
ball, '20 ; Company Football. '21 ; Company Basket-
ball, '23; Machine Gun Expert. R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan. Ala.
Hail! A product of "The City by the Sea."
Yes, this is "Don" who came to us in the fall
of '20, and has been working with us for four
years in an effort to win the much coveted
sheepskin.
"Don" couldn't bear to have the ladies suffer.
so he contributed himself to the Terpsichorean
art ; and no Clemson dance would be an entire
success without him. He can be seen at any
hour ol the day and after supper until Long Roll
at the dance hall.
"Don" enlisted as one of "Crip's Electrical Sol-
diers", and although he is not a member of the
class of '06, he is a man devoted to his studies
and sincere in his purpose. We predict for him
no less achievements than his ambition demands.
Thus it will be that before long one can read




"It is better to have people wonder what
he would have satd than wonder why he
said it."
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
President Spartanburg County Club; Carolina
Literary Society ; Bible Classes. '21. '22. '23 ;
Member of A. S. M. E. ; R. O. T. C. Camp Mc-
Clellan. Ala. ; Polo Club.
"Mac" came to Clemson in the Fall of '20 and
has been, ever since this time, a popular member
of our class. But to know "Mack" is to like him,
as is proved by his host of friends. He is true to
all, doing always what he thinks right, and
usually thinking correctly.
"Mac" is a Mechanical Engineer, and of no
small fame; having taken a liking to "Fords
and Things" in his early High School days.
Seriously, he has applied himself diligently to
his course, and is now ready to do his part in
the world by making use of his chosen profession.
All of us. your friends, "Mat-", can vouch for
your success in the mechanical field; and. should
there be a continued correspondence between
you and another, in a certain small S. C. City,
as there has bun in the last two years at college.
we predict for you a very happy and successful
life in every detail.
Archie Lane McCrary
Greenville, S. C.
"If fame comes after death. I am in no
hurry for it."
Agronomy
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant. Lieutenant-
Colonel.
President Freshman Class ; President Agronomy
Club; Junior Class Historian; Secretary Agricul-
tural Society; "Taps" Staff: Member of A. E. F.
Club; Member of Rifle Team; Member of
"Quaffers" Club; President First Sergeants' Club;
Chairman Steering Committee.
After spending a wandering life for quite a
while, which included the army and Mars Hill
College. Mac decided to sip from the fountain
uf knowledge at Clemson. Mac is a residue or
by-product of Greenville, but it is rumored that
he is shortly going to move to Dillon. As an
Agronomist. Mac is par excellence. He under-
stands all the functions of the peduncles and
curculious. and as a speaker -well, who doesn'1
remember the speech in Greenville on Thanks-
giving ? In the military line he has made an
efficient officer, but contrary to expectations he
has failed to develop the equatorial rotundity
which was the outstanding characteristic of his
predecessor.
While at Clemson he has been the worthy
recipient of quite a few well deserved honors, and
he is liked and admired by all who know him
well. We wish him a success in life.
P. S. Mac is also a member of the Winthrop
Legion.
Cl INTON J. MCGREW
Sumter. S. C.
"To know, to esteem, to love—and then
to part, makes up life's tale to many a feel-
ing heart."
Mechanical Engineering
Private: Private; Private: Second Lieutenant.
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.; Hil>le
Class Teacher. "23 and "24 : Friendship Council.
'24
; Leader Boys' Club. '23 and '24 ; Radio Club :
Four Square League, '23 and '24 ; Student Volun-
teer Conference at Indianapolis ; Columbian Liter-
ary Society. "21. '22. '23. '24: Sophomore Dancing
Club; A. I. E. E.. '24: Rifle Team. '24; Jail
Bird Club. '23 ; Sunday School Class, '21 '22, '23
and '24.
"Dangerous Dan", as hi' is affectionately called
by his classmates hails from that famous little
town of Sumter. "Dan" has been an efficient
student and a hard worker, especially along the
lines of woodshop. machine shop, and Radio. His
personality has gained for him a host of friends
among his fellow students and classmates. Not
to say anything at all about his "lady friends."
He is a studious worker and always ready and
willing to help any one who comes to him for
assistance.
"Dan's" intentions stem to be to remain alone
for some time, but his affectionate ways will soon
cause some little dame to change his point of
view. He has taken a great interest in student
activities and Volunteer Work, having spent many
afternoons of each week in Seneca working with
young mill boys of that town. He has set for
himself very high ideals in this life. May he
continue to strive to attain his ideals is the wish
of his many friends and classmates.
Leo Irving Martin
Westminster, S. C.
"Be sure you are right, then go ahead."
Civil Engineering
Private: Private: Private; Second Lieutenant.
Student Chapter American Society Civil En-
gineers ; Vice-President Calhoun Literary Society ;
Oconee County Club ; First Class Pistol Shot ; R.
O. T. C. Training Cam)). Camp McClellan. Annis-
ton, Ala.
Here is a lad that came all the way from West-
minster to Clemson to become a member of the
famous workers of "Will Rogers." "Li. I.", as
he is known to his classmates, won the highest
esteem of his fellow-workers by his hard work
and practical engineering ability. His many
friends admire him for his many stories of various
kinds, but he never changes his mind to cor-
respond to your story. He has his stories to go
as he wishes.
The fair sex never worry "L. I." but he does
write to Anderson College quite a bit. We pre-
dict that "L. I." will some day find the girl
of his dreams and guide her safely across the bar.
Being a tough mountaineer, "L. I." will be able
to overcome the hardships and reach his goal as
civil engineer.
Richard Simpson M\rtin
Clemson College. S. C.
"Our doubts are Iraitors,
And make us lose the good
We oft might win,
By fearing to attempt."
Dairying
Private ; Corporal ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Oconee County Club ; Palmetto Literary So-
ciety ; Company Football and Basketball ; R. O.
T. C. Camp McCIellan, Ala. ; Judging Team Na-
tional Dairy Show, '23.
A Miracle Man? Yes. he is among us. One
who has traveled the youthful stages of life with-
out feeling the sting of Cupid's arrow. Why ?
We cannot understand, unless he is attracted by
nature rather than the fair sex.
Richard may often be found in the woods
around Clemson with a gun, or bending over a
gasoline engine trying to induce it to tight the
muddy waters of the Seneca.
Clemson-Calhoun High is proud of him. One
who tackled college and achieved success within
it^ portals. Always standing high in his classes
and high in the estimation of his friends, he
has developed into a hard worker and a good
soldier.
With sincerity in his heart, with high ideals
and a lofty ambition, he goes forth into the world
to do his share in pushing the wheel of life.




"Nature is content with little: grace With
less: hut lust with nothing."
Agricultural Education
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; Second Lieutenant.
Carolina Literary Society, '21, '22, '23 ; Agri-
cultural Society. "23; Vice-President of the Agri-
cultural Society, '24 ; Newspaper Correspondence
Club; Hampton County Club, '21. "22. '23; Vice-
President Hampton County Club. '24 ; Sophomore.
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs ; R. O. T. C.
Camp McCIellan, Ala.
"Bill" or "Brick", as he is more familiarly
known at Clemson. camo to us from the metrop-
olis of Estill in the fall of '20. "Brick" has a
sterling character, a big, warm heart and a win-
ning disposition. These fine qualities have made
for him scores of friends during his sojourn
here, and we feel sure that they will make life a
pleasant dream for him. He is a very congenial
lad. On the campus and elsewhere, he always
holds a warm reception for everybody. In com-
pensation, he has the admiration of all who know
him. The faculty is also fond of him. having
encored him on several subjects.
Here's to you, "Brick." May your success in
college be your guide for still greater achieve-
ments in life. So. "Brick", when you get that
little bungalow 'neverything just remember that
all the "Tigers" wish you well.
Simeon Christopher Matthews
Scranton, S. C.
"May the pleasures of youth never bring us
pain in old age."
Animal Husbandry
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
President Florence County Club ; Secretary and
Treasurer Florence County Club ; Member "Bull"
Section : Live Stock Judging Team, Southeastern
Fair, '23; Rifle Marksman. Senior R. O. T. C. ;
Infantry Camp, Camp McClellan, Ala.
All Scranton were dumbfounded and stupefied
when they found that their most prized possession
cas voluntarily going to Clemson tj taste of the
water from the fountain of knowledge. Now they
are still more amazed, because he has secured
his coveted "dip", and no doubt they will soon
make him chief of police.
During his stay at "Tigertown" "St. Peter"
has made an attractive mascot and a good student.
As a livestock judge he has few equals ; he is
also one of the mainstays of Professor Starkey
and his "Bull" boys.
Twelve years hence we shall see his august
presence dominating and electrifying the inter-
national livestock show, where he will reign as
the supreme and prime cheese.
All of his many friends join in wishing him




"Intelligence. Courage, and Enthusiasm : but
the greatest of these is Enthusiasm."
Mechanical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Junior Critic, Vice-President, President Calhoun
Literary Society ; Secretary and Treasurer. Pres-
ident Abbeville County Club ; Vice-President A. S.
M. E. ; Executive Committee A. I. E. E. ; Stu-
dents' Correspondence Club; Tiger Staff. "24:
President Bible Class. "23 ; Marksman R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan, Ala.
Here he is boys ; the most popular member of
"Peck's Bad Boys." "Skinny" is the one who
keeps the "pep" in the whole gang. He is a
true lover of all kinds of sports, and is in his
glory when he is playing basketball with his
Mechanical quintet. From the way he chases
steam around with his new typewriter and "guess-
ing stick" we needn't be surprised at anything he
develops along mechanical lines. If there is any-
body who enjoys a "line", it's "Skinny."
We feel sure that with the good disposition,
which he possesses, the ability to make and hold
friends, and the determination to achieve the final
goal, the greatest of success will follow whatever
course he may pursue.
Truman Jackson Murphy
Piedmont, S. C.
"A winner never quits: and a quitter
never ivms."
Dairying
Private ; Private ; Private : Second Lieutenant.
Anderson County Club; Agricultural Society;
National Dairy Show and World's Dairy Congress,
Syracuse, N. Y., 1923 : Bible Class ; Senior Non-
R. O. T. C.
When this lad left home, there was much
anxiety among his friends, because they realized
he would be grappling with such subjects as
Zoology, Genetics, English, etc., and there was
much concern as to his safety. "Pat" knew no
fear, and after four years his fight for an edu-
cation has been rewarded.
Truman aspires to become a dairyman, but a
dairyman must be an early riser. "Pat" had one
weakness that was threatening to wreck his as-
pirations. This weakness was a tendency of his
In sleep after "sun-up."
Truman's friend. Colonel Pearson, knew that
the town folks were looking for "Pat" to put
Brushy Creek on the map, and he also knew
that "Pat" was doomed to dissappoint them
unless he overcame his weakness. So Colonel
Pearson detailed Peck to get "Pat" up every
morning, and now he is travelling toward suc-
cess.
Truman, your many friends wish you a suc-
cessful journey through life.
Moultrie Benjamin Oliver
Greeleyville. S. C.
"Press not a falling man too far.''
Civil Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; First Sergeant ; Captain.
Historian Athletic Association ; Secretary and
Treasurer Student Chapter A. S. C. E. ; Associ-
ate Editor Tiger, '23 ; Assistant Business Man-
ager Taps ; Vice-President Williamsburg Countv
Club: R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
Scholar. Friend. Gentleman. could we pay
greater tribute to our valued friend. Bennie?
During his stay at Clemson he has attained
the highest honors possible for deportment and
scholarship. In all of his many undertakings he
has wholeheartedly always given the best that
is in him. Ben not only has the courage of his
convictions : but he also has the power to ac-
complish his aims.
He justly deserves the high place he holds in
the student body, for his sterling character,
mental worth, and natural ability have been
recognized by everyone with whom he has come
in contact.
While Hen has a soft spot in his heart for the
ladies, particularly a certain type that represents
his ideal, he remembers that "A million surplus
Maggies are willing to bear the yoke."
Gentleman and Scholar, need we say more.
James Bacot Owens
Marion. S. C.
"Success lies not so much in holding a good
hand
.
But in plauing a poor hand well."
Horticulture
Private : Corporal ; First Sergeant ; Captain and
Regimental Adjutant.
Secretary and Treasurer Sophomore Class,
"22
; First Sergeants' Club ; Advertising Manager
"Taps", '24 ; Vice-President and President Marion
County Club; Scrub Football. '28. '24: Horticul-
tural Club : Bolo Team ; Charter Member Yacht
Club; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Anniston, Ala.
James Bacot, whose pseudonym is "Bull Dog"
was born, reared, and run out of Marion. The
name Bacot could well be changed to Bear Cat
for he is nothing more or less.
"Bull Dog" in his early life showed a tendency
toward tree climbing and peach stealing ; so he
decided to become a horticulturist. He has made
quite a success in his chosen line, and we pre-
dict for him 10,000 prunus persica and HI. 000. 000
curculionidae. J. B. has made quite a number
of friends among the cadets, faculty, and the
ladies. He holds the rank of "Tug-boat" in the
Yacht Club, an exclusive organization of which
Colonel Pearson and Sergeant Peek are sponsors.
"Bull Dog" delivers the goods and we expect
him to accomplish great things.
Eugene Grier Parkep
Shelby, N. C.
"My destiny is linked with the realities
of earth."
Architecture
Private ; Corporal ; Private ; Honorary Second
Lieutenant.
Acting Secretary Clemson Alumni Association ;
Athletic Editor The Tiger; Athletic Editor Taps;
Associate Athletic Editor The Tiger. '23; Vice-
President and Secretary Clemson Athletic Asso-
ciation ; Corresponding Secretary Architectural
Society; Cosmopolitan Club; Senior Dancing Club;
Architectural Society: Community Dancing Club;
Jailbird Club. '21. "22. '23; D. D. C.
Here's the dope on the photographic conglomer-
ation mapped above. After floundering around in
Atlanta, (la., for a while. Gene decided to take
his overworked constitution into the wilds of
North Carolina for a continued rest. After set-
tling in Grover. N. C, the aforementioned lad
made his debut at Tigertown in the fall of 1920
A. D., for the purpose of enhancing the efficiency
of the various phases of educational endeavor.
Parker's varied experiences have combined to
make him the embodiment of many original ideas.
With these ideas he is more or less generous in
his efforts to elevate the plane of collegiate bene-
fits to the men with whom he is associated.
Gene has been very beneficial to Clemson by
hi- clever articles in the school publications. As
correspondent for some of the state's leading
newspapers, he has kept the name of his Alma
Mater emblazoned upon the topmost reaches of
South Carolina college circles.
Silas Nathaniel Pearman
Starr. S. C.
"1 have often regretted my speech, never
my silence.''
Civil Engine?ring
Private: Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Anderson County Club; Student Chapter Amer-
ican Society Civil Engineers ; Bible Class ; Cal-
houn Literary Society; Recording Secretary.
Treasurer: R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala..
Rifle Marksman ; Clemson College Rifle Team.
There is a time honored tradition in the me-
tropolis of Starr that all its sons shall come to
Clemson. So Silas, after a sojourn at Bailey,
packed up and came to Tigertown. Here he
joined the ranks of the Civils and because of his
natural ability as well as faculty to "honey"
Wyoming Will, he has become one of the leading
Lights of that hardboiled crew.
Silas is one of the most military men that
ever attended Clemson. and because of his ex-
cellence as a soldier. Colonel Mat rewarded him
with a second lieutenancy in his senior year.
The possessor of an attractive personality and
a sunny disposition, Silas is one of the most
popular men of his class. No more loyal Tiger
has ever trod the campus.
The best o' luck to you. Silas. If the future
may be judged by the past, we can see nothing
else in store for you but happiness and success.
Robert Warren Pickens
Easley. S. C.
"I had rather have an enemy than an
indifferent friend."
Electrical Engineering
A. I. E. E. ; Pickens County Club; American
Legion.
In the fall of 1917 "Pick" came to Clemson
with a stout determination to acquire a knowledge
of the engineering profession. But, with a
stronger determination that liberty should con-
tinue to prevail, he volunteered his services to
the navy in the early part of 1918.
In 1922 "Pick" returned to the halls of wisdom
to resume his studies with the Electricals. We
make the prognostication that he is destined to
make a career of renown for himself, and we ex-
pect him to be a contemporary to men who will
be monarchs in the electrical world.
This lad is a firm believer that "persistence" is
the keynote to success. With him this is no longer
theory, but a fact, since he attributes to this
method his winning a fair and charming young
bride.
His agreeable manner, congenial disposition,
sterling integrity, and wonderful strength of
character have won for him the admiration of all
who know him. With such qualities success is
sure to crown his efforts.
Eugene Daley Plowden
Jordan. S. C.
"Not what seems fair, but what is true;
Not what we dream, but what we do.''
Agricultural Education
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Carolina Literary Society, '21. '22, '23: Agri-
cultural Society. '23 ; Clarendon County Club, '22
and '23 ; President Students' Newspaper Cor-
respondents Club : Tiger Reporter. '23 ; Literary-
Editor The Chronicle, '24 ; R. O. T. C. Camp
McClellan. Ala.
This young lad hails from the metropolis of
Jordan, in the wilds of Clarendon County. He
came to Clemson in the fall of 1920, with the
determination of redeeming our illiterate state.
With this in view he has become a bright light
in the educational group.
Besides his regular work "Prince", as he is
familiarly known, has taken a lively interest in
all college activities, especially The Chronicle.
He has won fame for himself in this publication.
His numerous poems have had untold effect on
many fair readers of The Chronicle and have
brought numerous "leap year" inquiries to his
personal attention.
In the nearby town of Calhoun, he is someone's
ideal and his idea! is in Calhoun. This is thought
to he the inspiration for many of his poems.
With such combinations as are found in
"Prince", we can but predict a bright future for
him. May you keep the old Tiger spirit, is the
wish of your many friends.
Basil Arthur Pruitt
Anderson. S. C.




Private ; Private ; Sergeant Major ; Second
Lieutenant.
Vice-President Electric City Club: Senior R. O.
T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala. ; Columbian Literary
Society. '21, '22. '23. '24; B. M. I. Club, '21;
Anderson County Club. '21. '22. '23. '24; Student
Branch A. I. E. E., '23; Student Branch A. S.
M. E.. '24; Originator of: "Range Dance", "Host-
ess House Blues."
Behold! The City of Anderson has sent into
our midst "B. A.", the fellow with a genuine smile
and a military bearing characteristic of a prince.
He started off with a rush in pursuit of en-
gineering knowledge and of military honors. Of
the former he has absorbed a goodly portion ;
but alas ! his military aspirations have not been
realized, primarily because of the use of improper
tactics in one of the skirmishes during the battle
of Camp McClellan.
Returning to Clemson. after the strenuous duty
in Alabama. "B. A." set out on the last lap of
Tiger life with renewed vigor.
The mechanical engineers are proud to number
him among them. His winning smile, natural
ability, and broad vision will carry him high up
into the avenues of success.




"Keep on kicking till the hearse comes
around.''
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Secretary and Treasurer Newberry County
Club; Junior-Senior Decoration Committee; Chair-
man A. I. E. E. ; A. S. M. E. ; R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan, Ala.
This scraggy specimen of humanity, who re-
sponds equally well to "Pug". "Sandy", "Runt".
or Robert, was first captured in the cane brakes
of Prosperity. He soon showed signs of genius
as he was always very fond of making flutter-
mills, chicken troughs, and spool machinery
:
therefore, it was decided that he be transplanted
to "Tiger Town."
Robert is one of "Peck's Bad Boys", and is
fond of taking exercise; but prefers taking it at
some time other than reveille. He has great
faith in sleep as a panacea for all ills.
"Sandy" is a boy of reputable habits, conserv-
ative views, and an adept at love making. While
other mechanicals spend their time in silly bab-
blings, this lad devotes his idle moments to
building castles in the air and enthroning therein
the object of his adoration.




"Do something worth living for, worth
dying for; do something to show that you
have a mmd. a heart, a soul within you."
Civil Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant: Captain.
Band. '21, '22. '23, '24; Chief Musician of Band,
'24; Business Manager of Band. '23; Jungaleers
Jazz Orchestra, '23, '24 ; Director of Orchestra,
'24 ; Glee Club. '23. '24 ; R. 0. T. C. Orchestra.
Camp McClellan; Senior Dancing Club; Junior-
Senior Banquet Decoration Committee, '23 ; Tri-
County Club, '21 ; Bamberg-Barnwell County
Club. '22. '23 : Member A. S. C. E. ; Senior R. O.
T. C. Camp, Camp McClellan. Ala. ; Rifle Marks-
man.
In the fall of 1920 this young lad came to
Clemson with the determination of becoming a
Civil Engineer and a musician. He hails from
the little city of Blackville. S. C.
As for knowing how to play a cornet. "Bill" is
dynamite. He is the Big Limberger in the band.
Our Captain has made a good band too. He
finds great pleasure in taking exercise by turn-
ing from side to side in bed. "Bill" is constantly
found sheiking. because he is a great admirer of
the fairer sex. "Bill's" whole heart is in room
18. North Dormitory. Winthrop.
"X-Ray's" distinguishing feature is his laugh.
Many boys patronize the picture show just to
hear him laugh.
As soon as Bill gets his "dip", he will return
to the little girl who await« him in Springfield,
where we feel sure he will find Success and
Happiness. Here's to you "Bill."
James Robert Reid. Jr.
Richburg, S. C.
"We live in deeds, not years;
In thoughts, not breaths."
Agronomy
Private ; Corporal ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Chester County Club; Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.; Bible
Class Leader ; Agricultural Society ; Agronomy
Club.
"Jeff", as he is sometimes called by other
Tigers, came to us four yeare ago from Richburg.
This fair lad with his thoughtful and considerate
personality has gained for himself a host of
friends here and elsewhere. By his untiring
work and loyal Tiger spirit. "Jeff" has filled four
years of college life to overflowing. Although
"Jeff" cast his lot with the Agronomists, he has
made an enviable record in everything that he
has tackled in the classroom.
"Jeff" does not have to resort to a Lion Tamers
Club for pleasure as the original "Jeff" does,
because the presence of the Fair Sex fills this
role.
"Vet", a man of high ideals, is endowed with
a large mental capacity and untold ability ; there-
fore, we do not attempt to predict his future.
William John Reid. Jr.
Richburg, S. C.
"He most lives who thinks most: feels the
noblest; acts the best.
Entomology
Private : Corporal ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Chester County Club; Agricultural Society;
Rible Class Leader ; Friendship Council ; Non-
R. O. T. C. ; Palmetto Literary Society.
Four years ago "Mutt" came forth from the
wilds of Chester County to conquer the world. He
arrived at Clemson one bright September morn-
ing, and succeeded in gaining admittance by
means of a "frontal" attack. He has continued
the attack for four long years ; attaining for
himself during this time the enviable record of
being one of the best students in his class. Be-
cause of his perseverance "Mutt" has made many
friends both among the students and the faculty.
In September of "23" he attacked the "Bug
World" with a determined will ; and all his
friends will sing the victor's song for him when
he has conquered the "Mighty Boll Weevil."
If the number of official messages he has sent
and received indicate anything at all. one would
suppose that he changed his tactics somewhat
during the holidays and by an "enveloping at-
tack" captured the heart of a fair maiden.
We all wish "Mutt" the greatest success in
his battles of life.
Maurice Benjamin Rittenberg
Charleston. S. C.
"Pilch upon the best course of life, and
custom will render it the easiest."
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ;
tenant.
Second Lieu-
Scrub Football. '20, '21; Sophomore (Class
Champions I Football Team, '20; Charleston
County Club; A. I. E. E. : A. S. M. E. ; Rifle
Marksman and Pistol Shot, Senior R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan, Ala., '21.
If there is anyone in the Class of '24 who holds
the respect, admiration, and loyalty of his friends,
that person is "Rit". ex-'23. His frank and kind-
hearted disposition, coupled with his ability to
perform difficult tasks, has placed him high in
the esteem of all who know him. He is ever-
ready to assist in the solution of puzzling prob-
lems, and once he maps out a course of action,
bis bull dog tenacity generally carries him through
to a definite conclusion.
"Hit's" determination, standards, and ideals
of service and duty should stand him in good
itead in achieving success.
Oscar Alford Roberts
Walters, Okla.
"Knowledge is not the main thing in life;—
hut the use of it."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Secretary and Treasurer A. I. E. E. ; Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Secretary, '23, Presi-
dent, '24 ; Sophomore Class Historian, '22 ; Secre-
tary and Treasurer Cosmopolitan Club, '23, Vice-
President, '24 ; Company Football ; Company
Baseball; Senior Dancing Club; Saturday Knight
Club; Bolo Team.
This lad came to Clemson four years ago from
Oklahoma with the purpose of winning for him-
self a position of honor in the Class of '24. And
his intentions have been fully realized, for now as
graduation day approaches he holds the respect,
admiration and loyalty of all who know him.
There is nothing that will bring recognition to
a man quicker than a congenial nature, a willing-
ness to serve, and a determination to do what
is right. These combined qualifications, and a
nobleness of character that is seldom equalled,
have distinguished "Robbie" and won him a host
of friends among the cadets and the faculty.
And now as we come to the parting of the ways,
but not to the severing of friendships, we join




"Build for character and not for fame."
Agronomy
Private ; Corporal ; First Sergeant ; Captain.
Palmetto Literary Society ; First Sergeants'
Club: Secretary and Treasurer Greenwood County
Club; Agronomy Club; Kible Class; Senior R. O.
T. C. Camp McCleilan, Ala.
While quite a child, Rodgers read stories of
brave knights, and his life's dream was the
achievement of romance. His dream was partially
realized when he entered upon his military career
at Bailey in the fall of '19. Not being content
with his studies at Bailey, "S. A," added an-
other link in his chain of romances and entered
Clen son in the fall of '20.
In addition to his military policy he has not
been lacking in the other lines of endeavor at
Clemson. His pathway has not been strewn with
roses, but like a good soldier he has made a
valiant fight. He is a loyal Tiger, a sincere
friend, and above all—a gentleman. That touch
of friendship that he gives all alike, is certainly
a consummation devoutly to be wished by every-
one. No matter what may be his choice of work
after he departs from Clemson, we are sure that
that same spirit that knows no defeat will char-
acterize his work.
James Edwards Ross
Society Hill. S. C.
"If you desire peace of soul and happiness,
believe; if you want to be a disciple of truth,
search."
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
President Darlington County Club : Secretary
and Vice-President Wade Hampton Literary
Society ; Circulation Manager Tiger ; R. O.
T. C. Camp McCleilan. Ala. ; Bolo Club ; Judg-
ing Team, National Dairy Show, '23.
Edwards, who is not known by that name at all.
hut is hailed by the cognomen of "Betsy", came
to Clemson with one big idea ; namely, that to
learn to produce more and better milk. He has
succeeded in his aim, and in so doing has ac-
complished other things. He has gained a bunch
of good friends and carries the name of "hail
fellow, well met" wherever he goes.
"Betsy" is one of those men on whom you
can depend to do what he says he will do. This,
together with his characteristic perseverance has
enabled him to make a success of his college
career. Aside from his arduous duties, however,
he has had time to be premier "Sheik" of "B"
Company.
We hope one day to look up and see "Betsy"
among those sitting on the pinnacle of success.
His plans for the future include a modern dairy




"There is one profession always open;
you can always be a gentleman.''
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant : Second Lieutenant.
President Richland County Club; Capital City
Club ; Vice-President Columbian Literary Society ;
Sophomore. Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs :
Executive Council of Student A. I. E. E. ; Satur-
day Knight Club ; Episcopal Social Club ; R. O.
T. C. Camp Knox. 1921 ; Gallery Rifle Team, '22,
'23, '24 ; Rifle Team, Camp McClellan, 1923.
"Hawk" joined us in 1920 and by his con-
genial personality, his manly qualities, and his
good humor he soon gained numerous friends.
We do not know whether "Hawk" is taking
Electrical Engineering from mere joy of pursuit
of elusive electron, or from a desire to make a
radical change in the Capital City's forty-cycle
current but we do believe that he will be eminently
successful in whatever he undertakes. His out-
standing work in the classroom gives a hint of
what his future will be.
"Hawk" has two hobbies and one admiration.
One hobby is target practice with the gallery
rifles. That he is good at this is shown by the
fact that for three years he has been a member
of the rifle team. His other hobby is drawing.
We believe that he is proficient enough to design
a little bungalow for two. some day in the near
future. His admiration is for the gentler sex and
we have no record of his missing any of the
dances.
No matter what the future holds, our wishes
for you are the best that the world can give.
Claude Christopher Sartor. Jr.
Union. S. C.
"He either fears his fate too much.
Or his deserts are small.
Who dares not put it to the touch
To win or lose it all."
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Union County Club : Sophomore, Junior. Senior
Dancing Clubs; Palmetto Literary Society; Camp
McClellan R. O. T. C. Ala. ; Freshman Bible
Class, '21 : Member of the Athletic Association.
Although this young man is small in stature,
he is not small mentally. Hailing from Union
he cast his lot with us in our quest for learn-
ing and has succeeded wonderfully well. His
ability to make a creditable grade, with the least
amount of work and energy is wonderful.
Claude is a devoted follower of the "Terpsi-
chorean Art", and no Clemson dance would be
an entire success without his presence. He stands
ace high with the fair sex. and we feel sure that
ere long he will be snowed under by the sweet
voice of a "certain young lady." Truly, everyone
who knows him can best say. this is the man
after mine own heart.
Sartor is a true friend, a genial companion,
ever willing to leave his path to please another,
You can mark him as a man.
George Wayne Sawyer
Monetta. S. C.
"Be what you seem.''
Agricultural Education
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Member of Special Weapon Company, R. O.
T. C. Camp McClellan, Alabama ; Member of the
Students' Newspaper Correspondence Club ; Mem-
ber of the Agricultural Society ; Member Wade
Hampton Literary Society, '21, '22, '23. '24. Third
Term President ; Bible Class Leader : Member of
Friendship Council ; Leader of Morning Watch
Group.
In September, 1920, the little town of Monetta
was rent in twain when "Hawk", the detective,
as he is known to all, was forced to put on
shoes prior to his departure for Clemson. As the
train pulled out that bore the pride of the town
away, old and young alike waved a silent fare-
well and wiped away a hot tear.
During his stay at Clemson, "Hawk" has not
won many laurels, neither has he broken any
world records. He has experienced the heart-
aches and sorrows that accompany an "F". but
he has the determination to win against any
odds, that spirit and fight that recognizes no
defeat. "Hawk" is a true optimist. Even when
everything seems to go against him. he banishes
all fears and worries by a pleasant remark, a
cheerful smile, and a jolly laugh. We are sure
that his determination to win, his friendliness,
and his jolly disposition will always win for
him a host of friends.
Ruebush George Shands
Ebenezer. S. C.
"In seeking wisdom thou are wise; in
imagining thou hast attained it thou art a
fool."
Agronomy
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Treasurer, Literary Critic, Vice-President of
Palmetto Literary Society : Four Years in and
Business Manager of Glee Club ; College Quartet,
'23 and '24 ; Vice-President Florence County
Club; Agronomy Club; Camp McClellan.
Ruebush breezed into Clemson from Ebenezer, of
which Florence is a suburb, in the fall of '20. He
thought that he could learn to regulate Mendel's
ratios. He has always been an ardent worker
at everything he has tackled, which is shown by
his good grades.
Shands is the "man with the bag" in the Glee
Club, a member of the quartet, and the life of
the "low down bass section." He is why the
girls' colleges are always anxious to get the
Clemson Club.
"A fence. Oh. where is my 'box' " ? This is the
cry we heard on one dismal November night.
Shands is a good scout and loyal friend. His
good nature and smiles have won him many
friends in the Cadet Corps. With these qualities
and his love of work, nothing can keep him from
being a success. Here's luck to you old boy, and




"Wo life is so strong and complete.
But it yearns for the smile of a friend."
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private ; First Lieutenant.
Correspondent Secretary and President Calhoun
Literary Society ; Track Team. "23. '24 ; Rifle
Team. '24; A. S. M. E. ; Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs: President Chester Countv Club;
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala; Rifle and
Pistol Sharpshooter; Clemson Rifle, Pistol, and
Track Teams Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Jim Hob's" hilarity at being from the historic
town of Blackstock. S. C. is exceeded only by
bis warm-heartedness. "Jim Bob" has chosen as
his life work the chasing of B. t. u. 's and will
be heard of in the future in connection with
his friendly rival, Mr. Lamme of Westinghouse.
He is the soul of honesty and has made many
friends by his sterling character, sunny and
obliging disposition.
This boy has a way with the ladies which no
"lie can understand and which causes him to
spend all his holidays in Anderson and Due West.
Here's a wish and a bet that "Jim Bob" and
the "Jim Bobs" of the future will make a hit
in this Solar System.
Julian Lafayette Sheppard
McCormick, S. C.
"Take everybody to be a gentleman until he
proves himself otherwise."
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Secretary and Vice-President of the McCormick-
Edgefield County Club ; Palmetto Literary Society ;
Y. M. C. A.; Rifle Marksmanship; Senior R. O.
T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Fresh from the wilds of McCormick County
came this sturdy young fellow in September.
1920. He has chosen Electrical Engineering as
his course of study and intends to help develop
our State along this line.
"Governor", as he is known at Clemson, has
taken keen interest in all phases of college life
and has been a loyal "Tiger" during his four
years sojourn with us.
"Governor" does not have much to say about
the girls, but we believe that it would be im-
possible for a youth with such a lively line of
jokes and pleasing disposition to- escape the
clutches of these fair creatures.
In "Governor" we have a man of no mean
ability, of loyalty, and of sterling character, and
with this combination we are confident that our
fondest hopes for him will materialize into far
better things than we can now predict.
Levi Robert Shirley
Coronaca. S. C.
"True worth is in being, no! seeming."
Textile Engineering
Private
; Corporal, Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Treasurer Textile Society ; Columbian Literary
Society; Junior-Senior Decorating Committee;
Hoo Doo Club; Bolo Team. R. O. T. C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.; Greenwood County Club.
If there is anyone in the entire corps who
has the respect and friendship of all his class-
mates, that man is Levi Shirley. Unassuming in
his manners, never seeking the limelight, and
always playing the part of a gentleman, Levi
has accumulated a host of friends and admirers
during his sojourn at Clemson. His record of
scholarship is unsurpassable, inasmuch as every
one of his reports have contained an unbroken
line of E's. Throughout the four years of his
college life, Levi has been among the leaders
of his class in scholastic attainments. Too much
cannot be said of this lad's ability and sincerity
of purpose. He is sure to succeed at whatever
he undertakes.
John Calhoun Shiver
Clemson College. S. C.
"To thine own self be true.
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not be false to any man."
Entomology
Private ; Private ; Private : Second Lieutenant.
Local Editor "Tiger", '24; Oconee County Club;
D. D. C. ; Company Basketball ; Palmetto Literary
Society ; Agriculture Societv ; R. O. T. C. Camp
McClellan. Ala.. '23.
This lad did not "breeze" into Clemson in the
fall of L920 because he elected to make Clemson
his home many years ago. As he grew up. he
was constantly rubbing his head against the
walls of the college. He was seeking knowledge.
When he entered, it was no surprise to his friends
that he "shot" the professors. "Shive" is a
hard-working, intelligent student and he leaves
an enviable record behind him.
Upon his graduation, The Tiger lost one of
the most efficient local editors that has ever
served on the staff. He has a "nose for news"
and I may venture to say that very few events
have escaped his scent.
"John C." is a shy boy when the girls are
around, but one day some fair maiden will claim
this sterling youth as her very own.
"Shive", may your future be crowned with
success and may your home be a very happy one.
Augustus Shoolbred
Columbia, S. C.
"Speech is great, but silence is greater."
Civil Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Richland County Club; Member Student Chapter
A. S. C. E. ; R. O. T. C. Training Camp. Camp
McClellan. Ala.
"Guzz" hails from the city of Columbia. When
the Fall of 1921 came and he had to decide what
kind of an engineer he was going to be. he de-
cided that it would be best to stay in South
Carolina and improve our highways, so he cast
his lot with the Civils and "Will Rogers." Since
that time he has earnestly worked toward the
goal of all the seniors, namely that of the
much prized diploma.
Even though "Guzz" is rather quiet on the
subject of ladies it doesn't signify that he is not
at all interested. Far from it. He is a ladies'
man and it takes one with a hard heart to turn
away from him.
"Guzz" is a hard worker and we predict sue-
cess for him. He has made and held many




But what am I ?
"An infant crying in the night;
An infant crying for the light,
And with no language but a cry."
Architecture
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Assistant Art Editor of Taps ; Architectural
Society Four Years, President in '24 ; Chaplin of
Junior Class ; Secretary and Treasurer of Bible
Class ; Commencement Marshal ; Sophomore.
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs ; Newberry
County Club.
A man in whose company there is constant
pleasure.
"Sing" is among those few rare specimens of
mankind who have their own ideas, and their own
conception and standards of life.
Truly he is a man who will make any sacrifice
for a friend.
"Sing" is a serious minded man of high re-
solve with a broad vision of the future. His
ultimate aim is to achieve happiness—and well
does he deserve it.
In the whir] of student affairs, both academic
and social, we always find "Sing" an active and
forceful participant.
His enviable disposition, pleasing personality,
and strong character have made him one of the
most popular men among both faculty and stu-
dent body.
Success is sure to follow "Sing" through life.
William Dozier Sligh
Norfolk. Va.
"Girls we love for what they are; young men
for what they promise to be.''
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Private : Private ; Second Lieutenant
;
Acting Battalion Adjutant.
Cosmopolitan Club ; Anderson Countv Club ;
Electric Citv Club: Jail Bird Club; Bible Class;
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala. ; Marksman
;
Saturday Knight Club ; Y. M. C. A. ; Three
Musketeers.
"Snooks" is a regular explorer, so when his
home town of Norfolk had no further realms to
ofTer for exploration, he ran down to Old South
Carolina and cast his lot with the Clemson Cadets.
Since then he has been exploring the mysteries of
electricity, and what he hasn't found just isn't
there. He "shoots" Crip so hard and regularly
that there is no doubt that he knows his volts
and amperes. His earnestness, determination and
natural ability have carried him high in schol-
astic lines, and his cheerfulness, comradeship, and
ever ready smile have won as friends all who
know him—the ladies in particular.
"Snooks" is a regular guy in every way, and
a friend that can always be counted on to stick
by you at all times.
Go to it, "Snooks", we're all for you.
Alton Leroy Smith
Benncttsville. S. C.
"Life is a dream and death an awakening."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private : Second Lieutenant.
Marlboro County Club, '21. "22, '23. '24; Vice-
President Marlboro County Club, '24 ; Textile So-
ciety, '22, '23, '24; A. S. M. E„ '23; Wade
Hampton Literary Society, '21. '22, '23. '24; Stu-
dent Newspaper Correspondence Club 24.
Bennettsville gave up its pride in the fall of 20.
Alton came to the "Tiger lair" with intentions
of following the agricultural course, but luckily,
he realized his mistake after a few days stay
and did the right thing by signing up with the
"Lintheads" for four years.
"Smithy", as he is called by some of his friends,
is small in stature, but the "Rock of Gibraltar" in
ability, will power, and stickability.
"A. L." is quite a knock-out with the ladies.
An infinite number of hearts are broken annually
by this "Sheik of Sheiks." Mary, Louise, Elsie,
etc., all give up hope, or are jilted with a fervent
desire for a return. We must admit that there
is one—Lillie—who has quite a say-so in the
bosom of our loyal friend.
We, the class of '24, wish Alton the best of
luck in all of his undertakings ; also that life




"Determination makes dreams come true."
Electrical Engineering
Private : Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Track Team. '21, '22, '23 ; Senior R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Band; Block "C" Club;
Pickens County Club ; Palmetto Literary Society.
The city of Pickens claims him—we envy this
village, but more especially do we envy the place
that will claim him in the future. We can't
say that T. W. was green when he came to
Clemson for he was not. His previous prep-
school training was of advantage to him both
along military lines and in the class-room. Reing
of a very musical nature, he became a member
of our famous band and many are the Sunday
naps he has disturbed. "T. W." (better known
as "Quack"! numbers his friends by the score
for by his genial smile and his earnest stead-
fastness he has endeared himself to all. He is
characterized by a great amount of "stickability"
and richly deserves the best in life. Here's look-
ing to you "T. W."
William Bryan Smith
Kinards, S. C.
"Prove thyself a man: be the circumstances
as they may."
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant : Second Lieutenant.
Program Committee A. S. M. E. ; Member
Wade Hampton Literary Society ; Senior Dancing
Club; Chief Executive of the Saturday "Knight-;";
Bible Class : President of Newberry Countv Club
;
Senior R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
In the fall of '20, Kinards, that metropolis of
South Carolina, was visited by a terrible calamity ;
namely the departure of "W. I!." "W. B." is a
fine fellow and his congeniality and ready laugh
has marked him as a fellow who is ever ready
to come out and play with us. He is always
*vhere the fun is thickest, and if he is once
your friend, you can always rely on him. This
lad has a host of friends in the corps and on
the faculty, especially our beloved Colonel, who
made him light marshal on his hall his senior
year. "W. B." was a member of the bold and
fearless band of daredevils under "Steamboat"
whose pooling he once instigated.
"W. B." is also an amateur sheik and spends
his bath nights in Anderson. His favorite in-
door sport is writing to G. W. C.
We wish for you, "W. B.", the best of luck in
the future.
Willi \.vi Robah Smith
Union. S. C.
"Always be true to the best that is in you."
Electrical Engineering
Private : Corporal : Sergeant : Second Lieu-
tenant.
Secretary and Treasurer of the Union County
Club ; Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing
Clubs : Palmetto Literary Society ; Y. M. C. A.
;
Senior R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
"W. R." as he is known by all his friends, is
universally liked. Because of his very nature, he
fieems incapable of offending anyone. His smile
is one that never wears off. and if he has any
troubles they are not evident. "W. R." is the
type of young man that possesses all the qual-
ities which tend to make up the character of a
perfect gentleman.
After staying at Clemson awhile. "W. R." de-
cided to be an Electrical Engineer, so he took
his major work under "Crip" ; therefore he has
been subjected to "shocks" ever since.
One other feature that we cannot overlook
and that is his "sheiking" qualities. He has 'em
and they are demonstrated on the dance floor by
his captivating smile, magnetic personality, and
striking appearance.
"Here's to you "Ole Boy", may you always




"Jolly the fellow who's down today,
Give him a smile for his sorrow—
The world sometimes has a funny way,
And you may be down tomorrow."
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan ; Marksman and
First Class Pistol Shot ; Newberry County Club
Member Textile Society : Senior Dancing Club
Junior Dancing Club; Cheer Leader, '23 and '24
Manager Baseball Team.
During his stay at Clemson "Buck" has acquired
a host of friends which he justly deserves. "Buck"
having first gotten the "Tiger spirit" himself.
then set out to embue the rest of us with it.
"Buck" is a gentleman, friend, and good sport,
and whoever encounters him is struck by his
pleasing personality and winsomeness. "Buck" is
indeed a friend in need, for never is he too busy
to help a fellow in need and often has he suf-
fered in the helping of others.
"Buck" has taken an active part in Student
Activities and has contributed much to the bet-
terment of athletics at Clemson. He has shown
us, by his work along these lines, that he has
every quality of a man and at some future date
we feel sure that "Buck" will have risen to a







"Moderation is commonly firm: and firmness
is commonly successful."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
Anderson County Club ; Electric City Club
;
Correspondence Secretary Wade Hampton Liter-
ary Society; Senior Dancing Club; Student A. I.
E. E. ; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala., 1923
;
Saturday Knight Club.
This son of Anderson entered Clemson in the
fall of '20 and since that time he has shown us
what a real worker he is. This space is too
limited to describe him to you as we best know
him.
His sterling character, congenial personality,
steadiness of purpose, and easy and graceful man-
ner have all been impressed upon us, and the
least that can be said of him is—he is a thorough
gentleman.
But we are not the only ones that have been
impressed with him. On some Sunday after-
noons you can hear an automobile horn blow
beneath his apartment windows, where Colonel
has put him as captain of his first cohort, and
before long Speedy will appear below ready for
the conquest of the ladies. He does not say
much on this subject, but we believe that he has
a weak spot in his heart and that Cupid will
inflict a mortal wound one of these fine days.
Good-by and good luck Speedy, we are expect-
ing great things from you.
James Harold Sojourner
Denmark. S. C.
"Ship me somewhere east of Suez where the
best is like Worst;
Where there aren't no ten commandments,
and a man can raise a thirst."
Civil Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; Honorary Second
Lieutenant.
Bamberg County Club ; Member Student Chapter
A. S. C. E. ; Dancing Club; R. O. T. C. Camp
McClellan. Ala.
A merrier man within the limits of becoming
mirth I never spent an hour's talk withal.
Whether in college or out. we find "Serge"
ever the same—cheerful, bright, with always a
good word to say for someone, and a true friend.
Such are the characteristics of "Serge." Lucky is
he indeed who can count himself one of his
friends.
During his interrupted stay at Clemson he has
made a host of friends among both faculty and
students.
"Serge" easily masters his different studies
and has always stood high in his scholastic work.
He loves the ladies as a whole, but is ever
reserved and cautious when any one individual is
concerned. His reason we don't know—except
that he believes in Kipling's Philosophy. His
strong personality and keen sense of humor,
coupled with a high standard, stamps him as a
man of whom the Senior class is justly proud.
What greater tribute could we pay him than
to say he is a true friend and good sport.
Robert Sloan stribbling
Seneca, S. C.
"Why worry, it will happen anyway."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; First Lieutenant.
Vice-President Oconee County Club ; President
Columbian Literary Society ; Textile Society
;
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Rifle Marksman : R. O. T. C. Camp Mc-
Clellan. Ala.
Hail Ye All. for the King of Cake-eaters is
before you. Even "Swine", with his abominable
benzaldehyde cake, will testify that this title
may be justly attributed to none other than our
good friend "Ruck" Stribling. "Buck" is as
lovable a fellow as there is at Clemson. He has
a sunny smile, a genial disposition, a gentle-
manly mien, and a perfect frankness that have
endeared him to all of us, his class-mates, and
have caused many a feminine heart to flutter.
Seneca is a proud litle city. And Seneca has
a right to be proud when she produces men
like Stribling, for while he may not be a
stellar student of books, he is a good student of
the hearts of men, a man of high character,
pleasing personality, great determination, and
one of whom we can all say "He is a true friend."




"It is better to die than to prove false."
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Block "C" Club: Senior Dancing Club; Class
Football. '23: Varsity Football, '24; R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan ; Marksman ; First Class Pistol
Shot.
Why be an electrical ? "Frankie" really didn't
know the answer but his natural inborn curiosity
made him find out. Now. let's hope, he knows.
When a couple hundred pounds of irrepressible
youth tries a thing like that, it usually does it.
so "Frankie" is an engineer. This, however, is
only a sideline, as his main force is self-expres-
sion. This he puts across in three ways ; On
the gridiron, where he was one of our most
trustworthy linemen ; at Wallahalla where each
and every inhabitant is unbelievably proud of
him ; and lastly, but Oh my ! among the ladies. It
is there his true worth is known, but un-
fortunately they are true to him and wouldn't
give us any information. Two years at Georgia
Tech didn't spoil him, so we prophesy good.
Stay in there with them "Frankie" and you
always will get by.
CLEON CA.RSON STUCKEY
McBee. S. C.
"Give to the world the best you have
And the best will come back to you."
Agronomy
Private ; Corporal : Sergeant ; "Honorary" Sec-
ond Lieutenant.
Columbian Literary Society ; Agronomy Club ;
Darlington County Club.
It was on September 8, 1'.I20. that the thriving
metropolis of Hartsville was shocked to pieces,
because it was on this day that one of
her favorite sons departed for the land of
the "Jungles." Naturally "C2" cast his
lot with the "Aggies", since he had spent
practically his entire life on an Experiment Sta-
tion. During his first three years with us he
was very studious and managed to shoot his
"Profs" with excellent grades, but his fourth
proved fatal unto him. Thrilled with the idea
of having "Senior Privileges", he ventured out
with the "Fair Sex" and ventured just one step
too far. But, let's be proud of him in that he
settled on one and didn't try to vamp them all
with his handsome face and clever "Line."
Thomas Calvin Stevenson
Richburg, S. C.
"If a man be not proud of his friends, what
then shall he be proud of?"
Textile Engineering
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Palmetto Literary Society ; Corresponding Sec-
retary, '23 ; Textile Society ; Chester County
Club, Vice-President, '24 ; R. O. T. C. Camp
McClellan. Anniston. Ala.
One bright autumn morning of September, '20,
there was quite a commotion in the vicinity of
Richburg ; another Stevenson, the fourth of his
family to come to Clemson, had decided to put an
end to his roamings in the trackless forest of
Chester County, and to hunt for a while in the
realms of that science which deals with spin-
ning and weaving. So. with the same enthusiasm
that he had heretofore shown in hunting 'possums,
"Steve" began his quest for knowledge and be-
came a "Tiger" in every sense of the word.
During his four years of college life "Steve"
has proven to his fellow students and to the
faculty that he is a sincere friend, a gentleman
of the highest type, and a student of exceptional
ability. Tho' small of stature he has a heart and
mind that would command the respect of any
person.
We are led to believe, from the amount of
correspondence he carries on. that some member
of the fairer sex is playing a great part in his
young life.
"Steve" possesses all the necessary requirements
for a successful life ; therefore we dare not set
a limit to his future achievements.
Johnnie Benjamin Talbert
McCormick. S. C.
"// cheerfulness is a measure of success, he is
a millionaire."
Animal Husbandry
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; Second Lieutenant.
Vice-President. President of Edgefield-McCor-
mick County Club: Senior Dancing Club; B. M. I.
Club; Bolo Team; Senior R. O. T. C. Camp
McClellan, Ala ; Stock Judging Team. Southeast-
ern Fair, '23.
Johnnie came to us from Bailey after Christ-
mas of our "Rat" year. Bailey's loss was our
gain, and ever since then he has been a popular
member of the class of '24. Judging from the
number of letters he gets he is popular in some
other places. However, he doesn't let his social
affairs interfere with his duties. His interest in
student activities, his persistence, and his ability
in his classwork have won for him the esteem
and friendship of all who know him.
Johnnie demonstrated his ability at livestock
judging at the Southeastern. His ambition is to
have a home of his own surrounded by fields and
pastures and dotted here and there with Purebred
cattle and hogs. Johnnie also plans to have
other "PUREBREDS" around his home; so we
expect great things of this buddy of ours, and
wish him the best of luck in his chosen line of
work.
Thomas Franklin Thorne, Jr.
Landrum, S. C.
"This above all.— to thine own self be true;
And it must follow, as the night the day.
Thou canst not then be false to any man."
Electrical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Spartanburg County Club ; Student Newspaper
Correspondence Club: Radio Club; Sophomore.
Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs: A. I. E. E. ;
A. S. M. E. ; D. D. C. Club; R. O. T. C. Camp
McClellan, Anniston. Ala.
In the fall of '20 Frank, better known as
"Tubby", came to Clemson with the determina-
tion to prepare himself for a revolution of elec-
trical engineering. Throughout his stay here
he has been a tower of assistance to his many
friends. His stern and manly character has
been liberally demonstrated throughout his entire
course.
"Tubby" has a combination of characteristics
which has made friends of all his classmates. The
most outstanding phase of his actions is his love.
Yes, Love! Not fickle love, but love that has
a purpose.
Frank indulges in all of the real sports and
has become a loyal supporter to "Pap" Garrison.
These with love and success in life, we can but
predict a bright future for this lad. May the
"Tiger" spirit ever adorn your life, "Tubby."
Louis Cree Tolleson
Gaffney, S. C.
"My boy. greatness may never be yours, but
goodness yours always if you will."
Textile Engineering
Private; Private; Private; Captain; Chaplain.
Member Hand ; Textile Society, '23 ; President
Textile Society, '24 ; Glee Club, '23 ; Director Glee
Club '24; President and Charter Member College
Concert Orchestra ; Carolina Literary Society, '21,
'22, '23
; Palmetto Literary Society, '24 ; Cherokee
County Club; Students' Newspaper Correspondents
Club; First .Class Pistol Shot; Rifle Marksman;
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Ala.
To know "Tolly" is to admire him. For his
bin heart and his lovable disposition have won
for him a host of friends among the cadets, as
well as the high esteem of the Faculty. He was
made from a mixture of neatness, originality,
and charm, plus sincerity and whole-heartedness.
With such excellent traits and such rigid determ-
ination, we can predict only a brilliant career for
him in whatever he undertakes—provided he
steers clear of the fairer sex.
"Tolly" is a singer of no ill repute^ as all who
have heard him will say. But you must also
know that he was the "E pluribus unum" of the
Colonel's army to obtain the high office of Chap-
lian. This shows his reputation, but ladies, you
had better watch him in the dark. We wish you
the best of luck. "Tolly."
YUTAKA TSUK1YAMA
Hara Asagori, Hiroshima Ken. Japan
"Do unto others as I would have them
do unto me."
Textile Engineering
"Sooky," as we know him. just popped down
from the clear sky. He admits that he is from
Heaven and has seen a number of Gods. How-
ever, this man from the "Far East" came to
Clemson that he might learn our methods of
making cloth, along with our methods of making
and runnning machinery.
"Sooky" landed in Frisco on June 4, 1922. After
a journey across the continent, he came to Clem-
son College on September 4. 1922. From here,
he will go to Boston Tech to learn more of
machine design.
His greatest ambition is to put up a modern
cotton mill in Japan : make money, and enjoy
spending it. Here's luck to you "Sooky."
Theo Lafayette Vaughan
Cowpens. S. C.
"Not too serious, not too gay. but a rare
good fellow when it comes to fair play."
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; Major.
President Junior Class, '23 ; President College
Annual Staff Association : President Columbian
Literary Society ; President B. Y. P. U. ; Vice-
President Y. M. C. A. ; Bible Class Leader, '23,
'24
: Member Friendship Council, '23, '24 ; Associ-
ate Editor Chronicle, '23 ; Delegate State College
Press Association. '23 ; Member Athletic Council.
'23, '24 : Varsity Basketball ; Delegate Student
Volunteer Convention. Indianapolis. Ind.; Spar-
tanburg County Club ; Business Manager Taps.
'24 ; Delegate Southern Federation of College
Students, Member of Executive Committee; Win-
ner of Medal for Poem, '23; Student Member
A. S. M. E. ; Sharpshooter ; First Class Pistol
Shot; Senior R. O. T. C, Camp McClellan. Ala.
The above honors a»e evidence that this
sturdy youth is held in high esteem by his fellow-
students. Yet, his life at Clemson has been char-
acterized by a spirit of humbleness. At all times,
he seems to derive pleasure in helping those
about him. Therefore, you will not be surprised
to learn that he has decided to abandon en-
gineering, and enter Y. M. C. A. Secretaryship
as a life-work. It is rumored that one little Miss
from his home town. Cowpens, is to be his
partner. We assure her that Vaughan possesses
those traits which go to make a happy home.




"The best way to have friends is to be one."
Civil Engineering
Private: Private: Sergeant; Captain.
Bible Class Leader, '23 and '24 ; Friendship
Council, '23 ; Columbian Literary Society ; Stu-
dent Chapter A. S. C. E. ; President of A. S.
C. E. ; Chester County Club ; R. O. T. C Camp
McClellan, Ala.
The town of Wilkesburg claims this handsome
young man. And furthermore they should claim
him, for his straightforwardness and his ever
ready smile have won him a host of friends
wherever he is known. Marvin ranks high in
scholastic circles due to his untiring work.
"Bloody Marvin" is a terror among the weaker
sex ; they can't help falling for this blue-eyed
youngster.
Marvin, cherishing the idea that there is more
to be seen of this old globe through a transit
than any other instrument, cast his lot as an
honest disciple of "Will." From his enviable
record it is easy to see that he is on the right
road to success. So Marvin, if you keep the
good work up. you are bound to make your
friends and Alma Mater proud of you.
Holland Powell Walker
Easlcy, S. C.
"Work as though uou were to live forever—
live as though you were to die tomorrow."
Textile Engineering
Private: Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
Editor of Military Book of "Taps" ; Assistant
Manager Baseball Team, '23; Secretary and
Treasurer First Sergeants' Club; Recording Secre-
tary Columbia Literary Society; President Pickens
County Club ; R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan : Rifle
Marksman
; Recording Secretary Textile Society.
H. P. Walker honored the people of Easley.
S. C. with his initial appearance on that memor-
able date of June 16, 1902.
After achieving distinction by becoming a fair
representative of his "briar patch". Walker left
home in search of new worlds to conquer. He
took his departure from the above named center
of industry in the fall of 1920.
Clemson was his first stop and its pleasing at-
mosphere attracted our wandering friend very
.strongly. So profound were Walker's impressions
of Clemson, that he decided to honor us with a
four-year engagement. As this engagement draws
to a close, we ale proud to say that "Horse
Power", as his initials imply, has guided himself
into a position of fame in these hereabouts. The
vacancy in our ranks caused by his graduation,
will lie hard to till. Walker's magnetic person-
ally and general good nature serve to make him
popular under all circumstances.
Marion Roy Warner
Greenwood, S. C.
"It matters not how long we live, but how."
Agronomy
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Major.
Company Football; 15. M. I. Club; Vice-Presi-
dent Greenwood County Club; Agricultural So-
ciety ; Palmetto Literary Society ; R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan. Ala.: First Class Pistol Shot;
Secretary and Treasurer Agronomy Club.
Behind his unassuming manner, he has a re-
serve force of power and strength of character.
"Sarge" is a man who thinks a lot and acts only
on his own convictions. He came to us in 1920
from Bailey. He brought with him the ideals that
are essential to success, and has held steadfastly
to them throughout his four years at Clemson.
"Sarge" is a prominent member of the Agronomy-
section, a staunch supporter of the church and
its works.
It is rumorod that he has fallen for one of the
fairer sex, we do not know how true this is.
but we do know that she will be a lucky girl
if she gets him.
Now as each of us departs to the many walks
of life, each member of the class carries with
him a deep affection for you. "Sarge," and hopes
for you the best of success in your chosen pro-
fession.
Joe Belton Wertz
Clemson College. S. C.
"Trust not too much that enchanting face:
Beauty's charm, but soon the charm will
pass.''
Architecture
Private ; Private ; Private ; Honorary Second
Lieutenant.
Freshman Class Historian ; Freshman Basket-
ball and Football ; Varsity Basketball. '22, '23.
'24
: Varsity Football. '22, '23 : Track Team, '23 ;
Swimming Team, '22. '23; Block "C" Club; As-
sistant Art Editor Taps : Secretary-Treasurer
Architectural Society; Jail Bird Club; R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Junior Dancing Club
;
Senior Dancing Club ; D. D. C. ; Member Beaux
Arts Institute of Design, '24.
Behold him! J. B., who drifted like a derelict
upon the sea of feminine hearts until he found a
refuge in the harbor of New York City.
A versatile athlete, he has won the coveted
Block "C" in football, basketball, and track ; an
earnest student, he has made an enviable scholas-
tic record ; a genial comrade, he has acquired
a host of friends.
J. B. informs the world that he intends to
continue his studies in Architecture at Columbia
University next year. Before the beginning of
that term, he is considering the advisability of
a summer course at the Fontainbleau School of
Fine Arts, in Paris. At any rate, we predict




"Give to the world the best you have and
the best will come back to you."
Textile Engineering
Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Senior R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan. Anniston,
Ala. ; Rifle and Pistol Marksman ; Clemson Rifle
Team ; Palmetto Literary Society ; Textile Society ;
Bible Class Leader ; Active Member of Y. M.
C. A. ; Chester County Club.
Knowledge is power ; therefore. Jesse is a
very powerful species of the genus homo. After
gleaning all that could be gathered in the high
school of Chester. Jesse departed to the "Holy
City" of Due West, where he took an active part
in college work at Erskine. Two years at
Erskine served to prepare him for his brilliant
success at Clemson. as a true and loyal "Tiger."
He joined the class of "24 in the fall of '21 ;
choosing to labor under the tutorship of "Swine"
and his worthy assistants.
Jesse has a host of friends at "Tigertown."
His ready smile and willing hand has enabled
him to overcome the difficulties and achieve the
pleasures of college life. There is one whom
he holds as his ideal. She seems to be one of
his greatest assets he obtained while at Erskine.
the others being wisdom and friends.
We are confident in predicting a wonderful
success for him in the Textile world.
James Eugene Wiggins. Jr.
Garnett, S. C.
"Count that day lost whose low descend-
ing sun views from thy hand no worthy
action done.''
Civil Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; Second Lieu-
tenant.
Member and President Hampton Countv Club ;
R. O. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Member Civil
Society, '23 and '24. Secretary and Treasurer
Second Semester. '24 ; Member Carolina Literary
Society. Corresponding Secretary ; Bible Class
Leader ; Cadet Steward, Methodist Church ; Mem-
ber Senior Dancing Club.
"Wig", as he is affectionately known by his
classmates, entered Clemson a timid boy.
Hampton is his county and Garnett is his city.
Being used to the sky scrapers in that large
burg, naturally it was hard for him to become
accustomed to this wayside station. But he set-
tled down, and with that same determination
that has characterised him through his college
days, he became at once a hard worker.
"Wig" with his captivating smile and his
freckles has made a name for himself with the
fairer sex.
He has endeared himself to those who know
him. Here's luck to you. "Wig." May you
make the deserts bloom like the rose and become
a-- famous a- Goethals.
Harry Franklin Wilson
Bowman. S. C.
"Love many, trust few. but always paddle
your own canoe."
Agricultural Education
Private ; Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant.
Member of Carolina Literary Society, '22, '23
;
Students' Correspondence Club, "23, '24 ; R. O. T.
C. Camp, Ky. ; Company Baseball, '22 ; Bible
Class Leader. '23, '24 ; Agricultural Society ; Rifle
and Pistol Marksmanship, '23 ; Secretary and
Treasurer Orangeburg County Club, '23 ; Presi-
dent of the Orangeburg County Club, '24 ; R. O.
T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
This is one of the handsome young sons of
Orangeburg County. He came to us in the fall
of 1920 and ever since his Freshman year has
been steadily adding to his knowledge of Agricul-
ture. It is said that a "D" would make him lose
nights of sleep, so eager is he to lead his class-
mates.
Although receiving his B. S. degree in Agricul-
tural Education he says he does not intend follow-
ing this line of work. He is soon to take up
the study of Medicine and some day he hopes
to be a great physician. A young man of his
character, his ability, his high ideals can accom-
plish anything he undertakes. So here's to you,




"It matters not how long we live, but how."
Entomology
Private ; Corporal ; Private : Second Lieutenant.
Secretary and Treasurer of Georgia Club, '22
:
R. O. T. C. Camp McCIellan ; Marksman ; Presi-
dent Bible Class ; Wade Hampton Literary Society.
Just four years ago there arrived at Clemson
with several hundred other "new boys", one
"Pedro" Wilson. "Pedro" came to Clemson with
the determination to make good. "Pedro" has
chosen as his life work entomology ; and if he
can trap the bugs as he can the ladies, nothing
but success can be assured him. He is a loyal
Tiger, a good student, and a friend of whom
anyone should be proud. When "Pedro" grad-
uates, he will leave behind him a host of friends
both among his classmates and his professors.
His genial smile and earnestness of purpose
have assisted him in the winning of his many
friends. He will, no doubt, some day be one
of the leading "bugologists" of the country; and
therefore, we predict for him a long and suc-
cessful career in his chosen profession.
Gus Cunningham wofford
Laurens. S. C.
"The moving finger writes: and having
Writ.
Moves on: nor all your piety nor wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line:
A/or all your tears wash out a word of
it."
Horticulture
Private: Corporal; Private; Captain.
Historian Senior Class; President Agricultural
Society ; Junior Critic, Senior Critic. Recording
Secretary. President Calhoun Literary Society :
Winner U. D. C. Medal. '23; Laurens Countv
Club: Horticultural Club; R. O. T. C. Camp
McCIellan, Anniston, Alabama; First Class Pistol
Shot; Junior-Senior Decoration Committee.
When we think of "Jip" in the days that come
after graduation, we will visualize a typical
Clemson man. Nothing at college is outside
"Jip's" realm ; he has sought and mastered every
department of student life inside and outside of
barracks. He is a charter member of every or-
ganization that strives for the building of a big-
ger and better Clemson.
"Jip" has sipped from the vintages of many
kinds of knowledge, but he drank long and too
full from the cup of Horticultural Endeavor. He
is a confirmed fanatic in the art of producing
better fruits and nuts. His interest in the rela-
tion of Eugenics to happy marriages, allelmorphs.
etc.. has led this lad to "specialize" in Genetics.
The honors that "Jip" has held have come to
him by virtue of his popularity and his natural
ability as a leader among boys. You will be a
great man, "Jip" old boy, if you fulfill our




"Here's to the soldier who fights and loves—
may he never lack for either."
Private; Corporal; Color-Sergeant; Captain.
Varsity Track Team. '21, '22, '23, '24 ; Track
Captain, '24 ; Block "C" Club, Secretary and
Treasurer, '24 ; President of Cosmopolitan Club
;
Camp McClellan, Ala. ; R. O. T. C. Marksman
Horticultural Society ; Ambassador to Spartan-
burg.
Clagett, better known by the ladies as "Captain
Clagett", came "sprinting" to us in the fall of
]920 with the same dash that was to show up
later against many track teams.
"T. C", being very fond of fruits and nuts,
decided that Clemson was the place for him
to study Horticulture and military science. He
has succeeded in both branches, but he has se-
lected Military Science as his major in college,
and the army as his life's work. However,
from the regularity and frequency of his cor-
respondence we expect him to acquire another
responsibility soon.
Clagett is a hard worker, a good sport, and a
sincere friend. We predict for him success in
whatever he may attempt.
Theodore Elwood Price Woodward
Aiken, S. C.
"Grieve not for the past; it is gone;
Improve the present; it is thine;
Dread not the future; leave it to God."
Civil Engineering
Private ; Corporal ; Sergeant ; First Lieutenant
Battalion Adjut int.
Secretary and Treasurer, Vice-President, Presi-
dent Aiken County Club; Sophomore, Junior and
Senior Dancing Clubs ; Member Student Chapter
American Society of Civil Engineers ; Senior R. O.
T. C. Camp, Camp McClellan, Ala., '23 ; Rifle
Marksman ; Newspaper Correspondence Club, '23 ;
Calhoun Literary Society ; B. M. I. Club.
"Ted" or "Chick" came to us in the fall of
*20 from the town of Aiken. He had planned to
make a noted Civil Engineer, and with such an
ambition he has made "Will Rogers" a noble dis-
ciple. His power to "see it through" has been
invariably demonstrated through his stay at
Clemson. He is endowed with the true Tiger
spirit—that of fight.
"Chick" has also risen to fame in military
lines, having achieved the position of first lieu-
tenant on the staff. He is one of the oarsmen
of the Yacht Club, and takes pride in this posi-
tion.
A combination of love, perseverance, good will,
and good cheer is found in "Ted." With such
a stern and noble character, we can but predict
the height of success for this lad.
Leslie Connor Wright
Clio, S. C.
"Have more than thou shou'est.
Speak less than thou knowest."
Architecture
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
Art Editor "Taps". '24 ; Senior R. O. T. C.
Camp McClellan. Ala : Member Columbian Liter-
ary Society, '22, "23; Marlboro County Club. '21,
'22, '23. '24 ; President Marlboro County Club, '24 ;
First Sergeants' Club, '23 ; Architectural Society.
'23, '24 ; Member Beaux-Arts Institute of De-
sign, '23, '24.
"Lefty" took to architecture as a duck to
water, and after spending four years under the
guidance of "Lange" and "Allen", he has grad-
uated with high honors in this course. Being a
true artist, he was chosen Art Editor for "Taps",
and this he has filled with exceptional ability.
A true friend, a good student, a faithful worker,
and a good judge of beauty in the fair sex
:
"Lefty", running true to form, has a winning
way with the ladies, especially "Lottie" ladies.
"Lefty", when you go forth into the architec-
tural world, may you meet with success and
realize your ambition. We, your classmates, wish
you happiness, and when you enter the state of
matrimonial bliss, may your life be filled with
something besides buildings.
Sidney Hamilton Fadely
Point Pleasant. \V. Va
"Agree if you can; if not, dispute it like
a man."
Agricultural Education and Animal Husbandry
Day Cadet ; Vocational Student.
"Sidney" followed tortuous and diverging paths
in his college career. After starting out to take
major work in "Education", he learned that
"bull is mightier than the bullet", and after
having reached the "pedagogical mile-stone in the
Junior year, he transferred to the Animal Hus-
bandry Camp to spend the remainder of his so-
journ with the notorious section five.
"Sir Sid" has shown determination and willing-
ness to learn in all the many courses he has
taken at Clemson ; and the class of '24 count it an
honor to have this man graduate with them. He
is a little older than the most of us. but his age
gives him a good, sound judgment, and the
clear vision that has enabled him to choose and
study for his life work, teaching.
"Sir Sid", as he is sometimes called, has step-
ped ahead of us, and committed matrimony. In
this respect, he may be considered fortunate,
because the "Mrs." is a mighty fine little lady.
We wish "Sidney" all the success in the world
in his endeavor to teach the youth of the State
to make "two hogs grow where only one grew
befcre."
Senior Class History
ITH feelings ranging from those of conquering
heroes to that of the proverbial lamb led to the
merciless, did we climb the hill to the adminis-
tration building and incidentally into the registrar's
office to place our names on the long list of files, thus
signifying that we sought to sip from the fountain
of knowledge and had chosen Clemson as that foun-
tain. No Cyclops guarded the portals of the college,
no inscription, "Abandon Ye All Hope Who Enter
Herein," met our innocent gaze; but hopes were
abandoned by the majority of us once we had
crossed the threshold of Clemson.
The dreary weeping September evening, the
grim barracks, and the leather leg-dress worn by cer-
tain cruel looking gentlemen who seemed to be
dwelling among the campus folk and the surround-
ing woods, was a combination to strike terror to
any new college student's heart. With the rise of
the next day's sun came encouragement for us all. It
did, at last, stop raining; the buildings took on a
more congenial appearance; the militaristic gentle-
men were not quite so bad as our first impression
made us believe: and the "woods" turned out to be
a blessing in disguise for "Rats." Thus we all lived
together in the house of many noises, during our
first year at Clemson.
We are a peculiar class. Among us are, to the
founders, the strictest of conservatives and the freest
of radicals—the followers of study and the disciples
of play.
Yes, we have weathered the four years of rough
sailing together, bound by bonds like that of brother
to brother, bound together by that indescribable
something—College Spirit—which makes us put
Clemson before self. Only a short lapse of time and
we will leave our Alma Mater, but ever may she
stand on the peak of our thoughts.
We cannot leave old Clemson without first ex-
pressing our appreciation to that body of men who
have labored tirelessly for us. Those men who sacri-
fice many of the luxuries of life that they may build
characters of men. We thank you for what you
have done for us. We are sorry for the marks of
old age that we may have added prematurely to you.
G. C. Wofford, Historian.


Zeigler, R. L. Asbill, C. M. Ayers, D. C. Babb, J.
Denmark, S. C. Columbia, S. C. Orangeburg, S. C. Pelzer, S. C.
Bagwell, J. C. Bailes. W. B. Batson, J. P. Bauer, J. W.
Honea Path. S. C. Fort Mill, S. C. Greenville. S. C. Columbia, S. C.
Bell, S. L. Blair, J. W. Blakeney, L. B. Blakeney, L. R.
Chester, S. C. Blair, S. C. Lancaster. S. C. Pageland, S. C.
Blount, T. C. Bonner, T. A. Booker, L. R. Buck, F. E.
Charleston. S. C. Trough, S. C. Charlotte, S. C. Sumter, S. C.
Chappell, I. W. Clark, D. C. Clark, T. H. Cobb, W. H.
Jenkinsville, S. C. Union, S. C. Camden. S. C. Columbia, S. C.
Wieters. H. C. I Coleman. H. V. Coleman. J. M. Coleman. P. W.
Charleston. S. C. Silverstreet. S. C. Silvcrstreet. S. C. Anniston, Ala.
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Bunch, R. L. Calbert, J. P. Cannon. E. A. Carter, D. E.
Charleston. S. C. Jonesville, S. C. Blythewood, S. C. Clinton, S. C.
Cary, F. L. Cartee, E. F. Causey, L. G. Chandler, J. W.
Seneca, S. C. Liberty, S. C. Tabor, N. C. Sumter, S. C.
Covin, W. F. Cox. G. W.
Willineton, S. C. Greer. S. C.
Crosskeys, H. G. Daniel, D. M.
Piedmont. S. C. Cooper, S. C.
Darby, J. E. Darby. J. P.
Lowryville, S. C. Columbia, S. C
Faires, C. D. Youman. M. Flowers, H. B. Friar, E. M.
Rock Hill. S. C. Fairfax. S. C. Darlington, S. C. Sumter, S. C.
Freeland, B. W. Gillespie, B. B. Goodale. T. E. Goree, I. M.
Crawley, La. Seneca, S. C. Camden, S. C. Newberry, S. C.
Graves, P. Haas, W. V. Hall, R. E. Hambright, W. A.
Abbeville. S. C. Union. S. C. Gaffncy, S. C. Kingstree, S. C.
Jeffords. A. U. Holmes, A. G. Harmon, S. E. Hart, T. J.
Lamar, S. C. Clemson College, S. C. Columbia, S. C. Vance, S. C.
Hawkins, G. E. Havnesworth, C. R. Henderson, H. J. Henry, S. W.
Timmonsville, S. C. Sumter. S. C. Greenville, S. C. Allendale, S. C.
Hendrix, F. S. Herbert, D. O. Herlong, E. S. Heller, J. R.
Aiken, S. C. Orangeburg, S. C. St. Matthews, S. C. Seneca, S. C.
Hodges, B. H. Holahan, R. F. Holmes, J. S. Hutto, D. F.
Starr, S. C. Marietta, S. C. Mountville, S. C. Denmark, S. C.
Huffman, W. C. Jacobi, L. R. W. Jackson, S. L. Jennings, F. C.
Little Mountain, S. C. Greenville, S. C. Starr, S. C. Winnsboro, S. C.
Johnson, C. S. Jones, G. L.
Terre Haute. Ind. Mullins, S. C.
Keel, J. K. Kehew, C. L.
Allendale, S. C. South Harpswell. Me.
Kibler, J. W. King, C. B. Kirby, C. E. Kirton, M.
Pomaria, S. C. Myrtle Beach, S. C. Union, S. C. Cades. S. C.
Knight, T. M. Knotts. W. T. Lambright, F. L. Lee, R. L.
Cheraw, S. C. North, S. C. Landrum. S. C. Landrum, S. C.
Lewis. J. M. Lewis, W. M. Littlejohn, C. M. Long, C. A.
Darlington, S. C. Darlington, S. C. Bclton. S. C. Conway, S. C.
LONG, L. S. LONGLEY, J. M. LYONS. J. J. McCORMAC, E. A.
Prosperity, S. C. LaGrange. Ga. Anderson, S. C. Dillon. S. C.
McCormac. J. H. McLees. L. C. McIntosh. C. H. McLeod. N. A.
Dillon, S. C. Townville, S. C. New Zion. R. I. Dillon. S. C.
McCleod, T. E. McPhail, M. Mace, K. M. Maner, J. H.
Bingham, S. C. Tovvnvillc. S. C. Centenary, S. C. Garnett, S. C.
Maxwell, R. E. Melton. L. H.
Columbia, S. C. Chester, S. C.
Miller, J. R. Moore, P. W.
York, S. C. Florence. S. C.
Morris, J. A. Moseley. J. W. Mullins, H. D. Murr, B. L.
Newry, S. C. Orangeburg, S. C. Gaffney, S. C. Chester, S. C.
Norton, J. J. Ocain, H. F. Outen. D. L. Patterson, S. N.
Walhalla, S. C. Orangeburg. S. C. Kershaw. S. C. Williamston, S. C.
Phifer. G. E. Pope. T. H. Prause. O. B. Price. G. E.
Spartanburg. S. C. Greenville. S. C. Charleston. S. C. Bamberg. S. C.
Pruitt. R. S. Reid. D. A. Rhodes. C. F. Roark. D.
Anderson. S. C. Charleston. S. C. Darlington. S. C. Pickens. S. C.
Roark. R. B. Robinson. C. A. Roche. T. G. Rodgers. H W.
Pickens. S. C. Winnsboro. S. C. Abbeville. S. C. Callison, S. C.
Salley. H. D. Sanders. E. Sanders. K. B. Santfleben. D. A.
Sally. S. C. Okatie. S. C. Walterboro, S. C. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Seago, J. A. Sease. E. C. Se\se, R. E. Sharp, J. M.
Greenwood, S. C. Prosperity, S. C. Prosperity. S. C. Rock Hill. S. C.
Shealy, N. P. Simpson, W. N. Shanklin. J. A. Smith. D. E.
Prosperity, S. C. Richburg, S. C. Greer, S. C. Kinards. S. C.
Smith, E. L. Smith, F. V. Smith, J. E. Smith, M. M.
Anderson. S. C. Charlotte, S. C. Ridgeville. S. C. Clio, S. C.
Smith. R. H. Zeigler, H. J. Stello. L. T. Stevens, J. T.
Smoaks. S. C. Orangeburg. S. C. Charleston. S. C. Charleston, S. C.
Stewart. E. C. Wise. G. C. Stokes. K. E. Stoney. P. D.
Pelzcr. S. C. Prosperity. S. C. Darlington. S. C. Allendale. S. C.
Stribling. D. W. Sutherland, J. L. Taber. W. P. Tolbert. E. H.
Westminster. S. C. Pickens. S. C. Fort Motte. S. C. Edgefield. S. C.
Tate, H. S. Taylor, T. J. Tennant, A. B. Thrower, J. H.
Abbeville, S. C. Spartanburg, S. C. Winnsboro, S. C. Cheraw, S. C.
TIBBS, R. H. TIMMONS, J. H. TODD. J. N. TRAXLER. W. C.
Great Falls, S. C. Manning, S. C. Walhalla, S. C. Bowman, S. C.
Welling, C. E., Jr. Whitton. J. E. Williams, W. B. Williamson, J. G.
Charleston, S. C. Florence. S. C. Greenville. S. C. Conway, S. C.
Wilson, G. C. Woodside, H. R. Wooten, W. H. Youngblood, J. M.








































































































































































































'NLY one hundred and eighty-three of the original three hun-
dred and thirty-eight of our members are ready to cross the
threshold of the Junior Class into the ranks of the dignified
seniors. These fellows have for three years, as homesick
freshmen, sapient sophomores and jolly juniors, experienced
together the pleasures and handicaps of college life.
The greatest achievement of our class was the establishment of the
"Honor System." The battle which we fought and won was truly a test
of the fighting spirit of the Tiger, which is so thoroughly instilled into
the hearts of every junior. We had the opinions, the traditions, and the
influence of three upper classes to overcome in the struggle for the victory
which resulted in the immediate inauguration of the honor system by
which our class has been governed for these three years. We sincerely
hope that the day will come when every man who enters Clcmson will
come under the agreement to do his work on his honor.
Our class has played an important part in every phase of college life.
Members of the Class of '25 have attained many of the highest scholastic
honors of the college. They also rank among the highest in literary
achievements. In athletics our class has probably outranked all others.
Seven block "C's" were awarded junior members of the football team.
Next year's varsity will be made up largely of '25 men. The majority
of the men on the basketball, track, baseball, cross-country, tennis and
swimming teams are members of our class.
As a class we have encountered many difficulties in our work, and
we fully expect to encounter many more in our senior year. However,
filled as we are with the Tiger spirit, we hope to succeed and when we have
finally finished our college careers, we shall strive to bring honors and
glory to Clemson.
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History of the Sophomore Class
]N SEPTEMBER 4, 1923, over two hundred and fifty sopho-
mores, so called "wise fools," arrived in Tigertown to begin
what has been a very successful year: also to keep alive the old
practice of giving the "new boys" a warm reception. Many
of these newly-made sophomores found it rather strange to
go wherever they cared to and say what they pleased to an upper classman
without being invited up to his room. In chapel the following Monday
one could readily see that we were not unfamiliar with the fact that Clem-
son "rats" have a regulation hair cut of their own. Several "rats" faced
technical charges of murder—their heads having furnished unduly
polished skating for members of the Muscidae family. The sophomores
further instructed the "new boys" in their duties of securing radiator
tickets, keys to the drill field, and application blanks for the high office
of corporal.
Although we are supposed to know everything since becoming sopho-
mores, we have at least realized the fact that the so-called "wise fools" re-
ceive the small end of every deal—except "extras", these being dealt out in
very generous quantities.
It is sad but true that our class did not donate many players to the
mighty Tiger Eleven, but those that did make the team were strong cogs
in the well oiled machine that picked the Carolina Gamecock and re-
duced the Furman Hurricane to a gentle breeze.
As the Class of '24 graduates and leaves its Alma Mater, our Class will
mount one rung nearer that goal for which we have been striving.
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mc cuen. w. m.





mc cullough. s. h.







mac arthur. w. j.
mc fadden. j. 1.
mc hugh. r. s.
moon. c. t.









mc cutcheon, j. c.
mc daniel. s. w.




























































































|N THE MORNING of September the fifth, nineteen hundred
twenty-three, a large crowd was gathered in and around the
Main Building of Clemson College. Some four hundred
strong were we. each with shaky knees and a thumping heart
for we knew not what surprise the barracks held for us. To
pass on and not say a word about the "Rat" football team would be doing
them an injustice. About a week after we arrived, a call was sounded for
"Rat" football men. This call was answered by one hundred and eighteen
men. "Old Man Luck" was surely against us, for we lost every game.
About this time the upper classmen decided that our hair was too long,
so they immediately took steps to relieve us of it. The upper classmen
were very considerate of us. Just before the Christmas holidays began, the
"Sophs" had a Christmas Tree for the "New Boys." Presents were dis-
tributed very freely.
Our class unanimously adopted the honor system, which was adopted
by the two classes before us.
We have trodden the path of the "New Boy"; and. with our "Dips"
signed and sealed, we welcome the glorious day when we shall bid fare-






















Col. S. S. Hamilton
Li. Col. A. L. McCr\ry
Maj. M. R. Warner
Maj. T. L. Vaughan
Maj. C. C. Garrison
First Lt. R. O. Fortenberry
First Lt. M. R. Leach
First Lt. T. E. P. Woodward
Capt. J. B. Owens
Capt. L. C. Wright
Capt. S. A. Rogers
Capt. L. C. Tolleson
Rgt. Sgt. Maj. C. L. Kehew
Rgt. Supply Sgt. J. W. Chvndler
Sgt. Maj. G. W. Cox
Sgt. Maj. C. A. Robinson
Sgt. Maj. H. V. Colem\n
Color Sgt. W. B. Williams























G. M. SPEER Captain
F. F. DEAN First Lieutenant






































































MISS DOMINICK .. Sponsor
H. B. DOMINICK .. Captain
R. S. STRIBLING Firsf Lieutenant
E. L. SMITH ..... First Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Goff. W. E. Plowden. E. D. Shirlfy. L. R.
McClimon, M. L. Ross. J. E. Talbert. J. B.
Wilson. H. F.
SERGEANTS
Clark. T. H. Colbert. F. H. Kibler, J. W.
Patterson, S. N.
CORPORALS
Darby. C. P. Hendrix, S. H. Jackson, T. G.
Lemmon. J. M. McKeown. S. M.
PRIVATES
Adams. J. W. Cunningham. W. R.Knotts. W. T. Padgett, a. B.
Bailes, J. M. Dicks. R. L. Koon. H. E. Parnell. C. L.
Blackwell. T. J. Fletcher. E. G. L\ngford. C. H. Redick. L. S.
Brice. G. \V. Franklow. M. L. Long, L. S. Rodgers, H. \v.
Bomar. J. T. Gilmer. F. S. Lyons. J. J. Rudloff. C. N.
Brown. T. P. Hi nery, W. T. McCutcheon. J. C. Sanders. E. G.
Brown, W. F. Hunter. C. McCullough. S. H. Sanders. M. K.
Bryant, F. M. James. J. H. Mangum. W. S. Sessions. J. C.
Chapman. W. E. Kitchen. T. w. Marshall. J. C. Starnes. M. A.
Cromer. N. C. Klugh. W. W. Milling, J. A. Verdin. L. B.




E. H. HALL Captain
E. K. ANDERSON First Lieutenant
\V. B. BAILES First Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
ANDERSON. W. T. BRISSIE. M. B. DAVIS, T. W. MARTIN, L. I.
Aull, J. C. Griffin. W. S. Haynesworth. J. R. Smith. A. L.
SERGEANTS
Freeland. B. W. Haynesworth. C. R. Johnson, C. S. Sanftleben. D. A.
CORPORALS
Brown, H. A. James. S. H. Watson, S. J.














































O. A. ROBERTS First Lieutenant
C. E. Welling First Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
BURRISS, A. KlRKLEY, C. L. SARTER. C. C.
BURRISS, W. F. RlTTENBERG, M. B. SMITH, W. R.
Sams, J. H.
SERGEANTS
Bunch, R. L. Smith, R. H. Ayers, D, C. Cobb. W. H.
CORPORALS
Bryan, W. \V. Hoyle, C. McCarley, C. R.
Hagood, J. F. Howell, F. E. Roy. W. R.
PRIVATES
Anderson, C. W. Crosland. W. D. Herron. J. L. Sanders. K. B
Austin. P. B. Dorn. T. E. Hodges, H. M. Sh\rp. G. W.
Barr, C. M. Dugg\n, O. R. Johns, J. H. Shelamer. H. D.
BOUKNIGHT, L. S. DUPRE, G. C. JOHNSON. C. P. SMITH. J. R.
Bush, F. W. Garvin. B. W. Johnson, I. L. Spencer, E. P.
Carpenter, J. D. Garvin. C. W. Kirton. M. B. Tate, H. S.
Caughman, J. B. Hall. R. E. Long. C. A. Thomas. A.
Causey, L. G. Hart. T. J. McFaddin, J. L. Todd, J. A.
Causey, O. R. Hayes. T. W. Martin, B. V. Williamson, J. G.
Coan, J. A. Hendee, M. H. Reynolds, C. M.







W. M. WADE Captain
L. H. DOAR - First Lieutenant





































































G. C. WOFFORD - — Captain
J. K. GRIFFIN First Lieutenant












































































H. P. WALKER Captain
M. C. ELLISON ...Fust Lieutenmt
W. F. COVIN First Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Fuller R. C. Jeffries, E. E. smith. W. B. Strother. F. V.
SERGEANTS
Darby, J. E. Haas. W. V. Huelmax. w. C. Knight. T. M.
Roark. D.
CORPORALS
Dorsett. R. R. Howle. J. P. Westbury. J. E.
Hope. R. H. Long. E. M Wray. J. Q.
P\lmer. E. D.
PRIVATES
Baker. W. E. Dunbar. L. D. Jones, G. L. Smith C T
Bauman. R. C. Ellison, l. A. Kirby C. E. Smoot J T
Bates. P. G. Finley. H. l. Liles. S. E. Smylfy M M
Brice R. w. Fulmer, E. C. Miller. J. R. Stork. W J
Carter. T. H. Gibson. J. T. Moon. f. P. Thomas J H
Chapman. A. H. Gilmore. H. S. Neal. A. J. Ward H P
Cheek. T. H. Hall. F. B. Parler. M. L. Werner W J
Cr\in. M. C. Harden, J. C. Rickborn, J. H. Wood, A. K
Clark, D. C. Hawkins, G. E. Roark. R. B. Wyatt B W











T. C. WOOD Captain
T. L. JEFFRIES First Lieutenant
F. E. BUCK First Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Brown. J. J. Fayssoux. F. S. Hair. D. Ft.
Stevenson. T. C. White, J. A. Wilson. J. W.
SERGEANTS
Batson. J. P. Fri\r. E. M. Mcintosh. C. H. Price. G. E.
CORPORALS
Coleman. H. C. Heller. W. F. Garrison. N. A.
O'Brvan. E. C. Pauling. J. R. Wells. S. F.
PRIVATES
Allen. C. S. Graves. P. McClell^n. G. W. Sudlow. W. H.
Baker. J. H. Gerrard. F. H. McCracken. H. E. Timmons. J. H.
Barrington. W. L. Green. C. H. McCraw. F. Z. Traxler. W. C.
Beason. G. H. Hayden. E. C. McCraw. L. G. Vandiver. E. H.
Bobo. N. Herlong. E. S. Moseley. J. W. Valentine, J. G.
Brabhwi. H. K. Hinnant. J. L. Newton. R. Whetsell. M. H.
Brock. J. L. Jeffords. A. U. Pruitt. W. h. Wooten. W. H.
Chreitzberg. C. H. Jones. W. E. Reed. L. B. Wright. J. B.
Crum. O. L. Kennedy. E. C. Reid. D. A. Wyman. H. V.
Emerson. R. W. Kinard. F. W. Seaborn. L. A. Weiters, H. C.
Fowler. B. Lipscomb. V, J. Smith. A. J. Zeigler. H. J.









R. L. Griffin Captain
T. M. FARIS First Lieutenant



































































G. J. S. CAPPELMANN .Captain
S S BEE First Lieutenant
R. L. ZEIGLER .. - F < rst
Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
BOYNTON, C. W. EZELLE. B. D. HARVEY, O. J. KNIGHT. H. D.
































































\v. \v. Spearman Captain
E. G. DOTTERER First Lieutenant































































M. B. Oliver Capiam
E. W. COPELAND .. .. First Lieutenant
B. H. HODGES First Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Cathcart. A. B. Gaston, J. P. Pekrman, S. N.
Evans. M. A. Killian. J. M. Sheppard. J. L.
SERGEANTS
BLAKENEY. L. R MURR. B. L. STELLO. L. T.
Harmon. S. E. Smith. F. V.
CORPORALS
Phifer, M. A. Bowles, H. J. Kirkland. R. R.


























































L. A. Hendricks Captain
J. R. SHANNON First Lieutenant
T. C. BLOUNT First Sergeant
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Livingston. D. F. Moore. W. H.
SERGEANTS
Tibbs. R. H. LEE. R. L.
CORPORALS
Bankhead. W. \V. Cudd. J. E. McGill, C. A.
PRIVATES
ASBILL. C. M. GOODALE. T. E. MAXWELL, R. E. SHAXKLIN. J. A.
Booker. L. R. Hambright, W. A. Norton. J. J. Shiver. J. C.
Bradley, T. L. I ambright. F. L. Parker. E. G. Thrower. J. H.
Chambers. J. A. McLeese. F. C. Wilson, g. C. Wertz. J. B.
Ellis, E. W. M\ce. A. P. Pruitt. R. S. Weatherson. J.





W. S. Ray . ....Captain
T. W. LENOIR First Lieutenant
P. W. COLEMAN Drum-Major
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Smith. T. W. Thorne, T. F.
SERGEANTS
Bonner, T. A. Stevens. J. T.
Heller, J. R.
CORPORALS
CURDTS, E. C. GlGNILLIAT. G. W
PRIVATES
Babb. J. Faust. C. C. McMillan, G. J. Simpkins. L. H.
Bruner, H. P. Gaffney, H. E. Morris. J. A. Taylor. W. H.
Brown. W. C. Garrison. C. R. Moon. C. T. Tozier. L. R.
Brown. T. L. Goree. I. M. Porter. L. A. Thomson. D. P.
Cary, F. L. Guyton, J. C. Sanders. V. C. Van de Erve. J.
Cromer, L. E. King, J. A. Strickland, P. Watson. T. C.
Drake, E. W. Littlejohn. C. M. Strickland, P. E. Zagora. O. F.
Ergle, D. R. McHugh, R. S. Sp\rks. R. H.
M.
T.C.J?!: QuCo. Mws Virginia. K.ettey. W.F. Covin
-P.W.Colenuti.^ft-u.a" <yjL.3eagi>, Co.jd! F-..L
CdO UingVCetfX" H.DJ ins, CaKE." C3>3 e!7." f.i..1buck„CVH:















































BOVE, you see the boys who, under the tutelage of Coach
"Bud" Saunders, made crap-shooting famous in polite society
of South Carolina. At least they made the crap-shooting for-
^ ^ mation familiar, if not the actual rolling of the bones. For
when the Tigers formed in a circle and made as if to shoot the
dice: they suddenly jumped to the scrimmage line and plunged through the
line, circled around the ends, or passed over the line for sufficient gain to
carry them to the pinnacle of South Carolina football. In the opening
game the crap-shooters opened the eyes of the South by completely out-
playing Auburn in a game which ended in a 0-0 tie. Then they pro-
ceeded to march through the rest of the season, defeating all Carolina
opponents and losing only to Centre and V. P. I. At the State Fair the
University folks thought they could not be beaten, but the Tigers decisively
were the class of the day. Thanksgiving Day the wiseacres laughed at the
notion that Clemson had even an out-side chance for victory. But the
Tigers came to "Beat Furman" and amid the bleak, freezing rain of Manly
Field they mowed down the Hurricane and tacked at the pinnacle of the
State the Palmetto flag of old South Carolina decorated with the Purple





















SHE CLEMSON TIGERS launched out upon the 1923 football
season with a very uncertain future. Having lost several val-
uable men through graduation, they faced a heavy schedule
under the guidance of a new coach with a new system.
Doubting Thomases among the fans were many. Those who
saw Bud Saunder's "crapshooter's shift" during practice were almost all
convinced that it would never prove a success. As is always the case with
the sport-following public, they doubted the wisdom of something the
like of which they had never seen before. But Saunders and May and
their men had confidence in their system and in themselves, and their judg-
ment was vindicated in the first game of the season.
The Auburn Plainsmen opened the gridiron season on Riggs field.
Auburn was reported to have an old-time Auburn team, which was a
sufficient threat to cause many to shake their heads dubiously. The
plainsmen brought a big, powerful eleven to Clemson. A number of for-
mer stars of Southern football were among their ranks. Public opinion
had already awarded them a three touchdown margin over the Tigers.
When the battle started on Clemson flats, the vast crowd that had as-
sembled there saw a long fierce battle between two smooth machines, neith-
er of which was returned victor. Clemson outgained the visitors and out-
played them in practically every part of the game. Neither of the teams
were dangerously close to a touchdown. Drop-kick efforts by both were
vain. They waged a furious conflict for sixty desperate minutes, and the
dying ravs of an October sun found the game ended as it had begun. So
clearlv did the Clemson team display the better brand of football that a
Birmingham paper on the following day carried the headline. "Auburn
Holds Clemson to 0-0 Tie."
Following the Auburn game, the Tigers took on a lighter opponent in
the Newberrv Indians. Newberry, always noted for its scrappy teams,
brought an eleven to Clemson that was a vast improvement over their last
season's team. Clemson faced them with a new lineup. Robinson and
Finklea being out on account of injuries. The new combination was slow
getting synchronized, but when thev found themselves, they proceeded to
devour the Indians properly, the final score being Clemson 32: New-
berrv 0. It was in this game, that Pat Harmon made a sensational seventy
yard run through the entire Newberry team for a touchdown after inter-
cepting a forward nass. This was the longest dash recorded by a Clem-
son nlaver during the year. Harmon also did the kicking, in this game and
handled his punts well. Bratton Williams was a bright star in the Clem-
son firmament with It's pile driving smashes through the Newberrv line.
Another outstanding feature of the game was the interference of Holohan
and Wertz. Each of these linemen were responsible for a touchdown by
his perfect interference.
Clemson suffered her first loss of the season at the hands of the famous
"Praying Colonels" of Centre College. The game was played on Sta-
dium Field at Danville. In the second quarter, before Centre had been
able to penetrate Clemson's line, the Tigers started a sixty-five yard march
up the field which ended in a touchdown which Bratton Williams smashed
over. It was a thrilling sixty-five yards, every inch of it being gained on
straight football. The Colonels were simply unable to solve Bud
Saunders' crapshooters' shift, and the Tigers executed it perfectly. Centre
rallied, however, and put over a touchdown before the half ended, with
the count standing at seven all. In the second half the long trip began
to tell on the Clemson players. Quick to realize this. Centre began shoot-
ing Covington at the ends. These tactics wore the men down and when
the game was over. Centre had returned victor by a 28 to 7 score.
Not the least of the enjoyable features of Clemson's 1923 season was
the result of the State Fair classic with the Tigers' ancient rivals, the Car-
olina Gamecocks. Playing the annual classic surrounded by a bronze
horseshoe made up by the ten thousand spectators who squeezed into
the Fair grounds, the Tigers led Carolina through a bleak and barren
and trackless waste wherein there grew no semblance of a victory. After
clearly outplaying their opponents for two quarters, the Tigers scored a
touchdown in the third on a forward pass snatched from the air by
Charlie Garrison, Clemson's dependable end. Charlie Robinson drop
kicked the extra point, and as it developed, Charlie, for the second time
in two years, accounted for a Clemson victory over the Gamecocks.
Frankie Meyer. Carolina end, blocked a Clemson punt later in the third
quarter, scoring a touchdown on the play. Carolina, however, was unable
to kick the extra point and the final score read. Clemson 7; Carolina 6.
Joy reigned supreme at the Clemson camp and among those Clemson
men who were in Columbia for the game. A hilarious parade through
Main Street was a fitting celebration of the glorious victory.
After the State Fair classic was over, the reaction came. When the
Clemson gridders journeyed up to Blacksburg. Virginia, they were doomed
to lose. As in the Centre game, Clemson started off in the first half
against V. P. I. with a rush. On a straight sixty-yard march, with a
brilliant and beautifully executed series of plavs, Clemson scored the first
touchdown, and failed to kick goal. The Virginians evidently accepted
this as an invitation to duolicate. and they soon put across a touchdown,
kick-ng goal and leading Clemson at the end of the half by one point.
In the second half the V. P. I. opened up and the Tigers could not stop
their attack. The final count stood. Clemson 6: V. P. I. 25.
The Davidson Wildcats invaded Riggs field for the next encounter of
the Tigers, and the North Carolina lads carried away the small end of a
12-0 score. The Clemson team was not up to its usual standard against
Davdson. Several noticeable changes were made in the lineup. Walker
and Roy were at the halfbacks, while Charlie Robinson played quarter.
The Clemson team played safe and waited for the breaks. They out-
classed the Davidsonians in every department of the game, but took no
chances with precarious plays. Robinson called his well-educated toe into
play time and again to boot the ball high up and far into Davidson ter-
ritory. Both Clemson touchdowns came on short gains, Clemson secur-
ing the ball near the Davidson goal line. In the first period the Tigers
made a long march to the shadow of the Presbyterian goal where the
Davidson team held for downs. A Davidson fumble, however, gave
Clemson the ball again, and they promptly took it over. The score of
1 2 to does not adequately picture the difference between the strength
of the teams. It does speak well for the stubborn fight which Davidson
exhibited.
On November 19th the Presbyterian College Bluestockings invaded the
Clemson campus with their usual scrappy bunch of football players. The
Presbyterians brought with them a strong reputation and a determination
to score a win over the Tigers. The visitors fought stubbornly and put
up a great defensive "ame, but Saunders' versatile attack was too much
for them. In the fir .t quarter, Hindman, P. C. quarterback, attempted
to punt from behind his goal line when Frank Strother smashed through
and blocked his punt, Wertz falling on it for a touchdown. A forward
pass from Griffin to Harmon accounted for Clemson's second touchdown,
and the third came on a line buck by Charlie Robinson after a long pass
had put the ball in scoring position. The final score stood, Clemson
20; P. C. 0.
A fitting climax to a great season was Clemson's great victory over
Furman in Gieenville on Thanksgiving Day. All season the team, stu-
dents, and alamni had been eagerly looking forward to the Turkey Day
classic. For four years Clemson had not returned victorious over the
vaunted Hurricane, and the Tigers were thirsting for a taste of victory.
The two devens were primed to the limit. A record crowd thronged the
streets of Greenville, and braved a driving, freezing rain on Manly field
to see the state championship clash. From the first blast of the referee's
whistle in til the end of the game, it was all Clemson. The circle shift
worked like a charm on the muddy and heavy field. Furman's highly-
touted off-tackle smashes, which had made her feared, were stopped dead
in their tracks by the fighting Tigers. It was a battle to the death out
there and the best team won. Clemson scored first in the first quarter.
A forward pass from Robinson to Dotterer put the ball across the goal
line. Pat Harmon kicked from placement for what proved to be the win-
ning point. Furman's touchdown also came in the first quarter when
McCurry received a twenty-five yard pass and ran twenty-five more yards
for a touchdown. Carter's attempt at goal was wide. The play of the
entire Clemson team in the Furman game was calculated to bring joy to
the heart of any lover of the gridiron game. They fought like men in-
spired, and their teamwork was machine-like in its precision.
The pleasant memories that cluster round that cold, sloppy November
day will ever linger in the minds of the thousands of Clemson supporters
















Review of Basketball Season
1LEMSON had a basketball team last season, which though it
did not make a very impressive record in the matter of games
won and lost, nevertheless gave many brilliant teams hard-
^y^ Uuight games, and showed the members of the quintet to be
true Tigers. Starting at the beginning of the season with a
new team to be molded from more or less green material, and the new
system of Coach "Bud" Saunders to be introduced, every hand set to
the task with a will. The result was a cage team which, in spite of
losing many contests, improved continuously all during the season, and
bowed to no team in the question of grit and fight.
When the call went out for candidates for the opening practice, the
roll showed missing the three mainstays of the 1923 team. "Bum" Day.
George Bryan, and "Bird-dog" Mills, besides lesser luminaries. Coach
"Bud" then set out to shape a quintet with little nucleus around which
to build and to teach this quintet his flashing method of playing the
mid-winter sport.
Captain Charlie Garrison was the leading veteran back on the ground,
while Wertz, Chandler, Colbert and Dotterer, were others with experience.
Be it said here that the Tiger basketball captain has made a name for
himself in Clemson athletics this year. Previous to this session he had
restricted his activities to the basketeers. Then last fall he blossomed
out into football, and played a brilliant end on the Tiger state champs.
Of course he was as active as ever in the cage game. And now this spring
he has gone out for baseball and become the mainstay of the hurling
staff. All honor to the versatile basketball captain.
The team once organied. all hands pulled together and worked hard,
day in and day out. plugging away to master the Saunders' system. Then
when the actual season started, the boys went into the fray set on giving all
they had, and that is just exactly what they did. From first whistle to last
they fought with the spirit that has made Clemson. They were true
Tigers with all which that implies.
The first game of the season was again Georgia Tech. The Jackets
proved too experienced and able an outfit for the Tigers to defeat, but
the game was a first-class exhibition of the indoor sport. During the
season, the Tigers met most of the teams in this state, and some from
outside, including Georgia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Georgetown, and




















JlHE Tiger baseball team of 1924 got away to a slow start.
Before the season really opened, the squad was slow taking
shape and in the first few games their play was a bit unsteady.
This fact was occasioned largely by the losses which the team
suffered by the graduation of several of the outstanding men
on the previous team.
One of the high points of the season was a brilliant no-hit game
against the University of South Carolina with Lefty Smith carrying off
the honors for Clemson. However, the team was unable to completely
shake off its slump until the last lap of the season. For several weeks
they were unable to get synchronized, and in this period they dropped
several games.
The offensive fireworks started when the Erskinc Seceders invaded the
Clemson campus for the last home game of the season. Pat Harmon was
pitching for Clemson and he let the Due West artists down with two hits
while his teammates were amassing nine for four runs.
Following the Erskine game, the Clemson nine took a swing through
the state. Erskine was the first of the foreigners to suffer at the hands of
the Tigers. Charlie Garrison pitched superb baseball, winning 4 to 1
.
Presbyterian College followed Erskine on the Clemson schedule and the
Bluestockings went the way of the Seceders by the same identical score.
Smith was the twirling star in this racket. Too many errors against New-
berry caused Clemson to lose the only game of the state trip. Pat Harmon
pitched good baseball, but both teams collected numerous errors, and the
Indians won, 7 to 2. Charlie Garrison worked against Carolina in the
next game and the Gamecocks tasted defeat at his hands, 8 to 7.
The finale to the season was staged at Cater Park, in Anderson, with
the Citadel furnishing the opposition. Smith handled the pitching while
the remainder of the team assisted him with their war clubs, and when the
dust cleared away the scoreboard read "Clemson 10, Citadel 3."
Cross Country Team


















T r a c
IITH many veterans and some highly promising new material the Tiger
track team faces a difficult schedule this season with excellent prospects
for success. The program includes dual meets with North Carolina,
Georgia, and Davidson and entry in the Tech Relays, the Southern Con-
ference Meet, and the State Meet.
1 he Tigers made an excellent showing in the Tech Relays last vcar
at the first holding of that carnival, and Coach Reed is grooming several speedy relay
and individual event entries for this big affair. The best members of the team will go
to the Southern Conference Meet. The Tigers have always won the State Meet with
ease in the past. This year the competition will be keener, as the Palmetto State colleges
are developing an interest in track athletics which they have heretofore failed to show.
But Clemson intends to win the meet despite this.
Looking over the members of the team we see among the sprinters Jack Chandler
and Charlie Robinson, both great runners who are fast as a flash. .Jack, who was the
champion hundred man of the South last year, has been bothered with sickness and may
not run; but "Robby" is in the best shape of his career and gets faster every day.
Wallace Roy. Columbia Sophomore, has jumped into the limelight as a 440 runner.
Lewis Smith is the fastest of the half-milers. Captain Wood also runs this event.
"Big" Sease, "Little" Sease. Tom Hart. Daniel, and Smith are the picks of the distance
"Cap" Mace is the hurdler of the squad with some new men developing. Elliott Hall
is a hard-to-beat jumper. Finklea is the best in the weights, while Cartee and Hender-
son hold forth in the pole vault.
The presence of several star Freshmen on the squad also makes the prospects for

















Erskine at Due West... April 11
furman at clemson . ... april 12
P. c. Theological at Columbia ...April 1
7
wofford at spartanburg __. ...april 18
Furman at Greenville.. ...April 19
wofford at clemson .. ..april 2 2
State Meet at Columbia April 28
conference meet at atlan i > may 9. 10














JHE GOOD SESSION 1923-1924 has been a successful one in
Clemson athletics. This is a day of football, and that state-
ment is intended in no way to belittle the other athletics.
(¥^ There is no one who will rise up and question the success of
Clemson's football season. For the first time in four years,
Clemson returned a clear and undisputed claim to the state championship.
Her sensatonal 0-0 game with Auburn on opening day adds to that
record. Bud Saunders has succeeded. His system and his methods have
been gloriously vindicated. When football practice starts next season,
it is hardly likely that any "doubting Thomases" will stand near and
shake their heads. Little Bud has showed them all a few things. The
coaches and sports writers who poked fun at his "crapshooters' shift" are
now wondering how they were thoughtless enough to do it. But we
admit that it looked a bit foolish.
Clemson students of this year will not soon forget many of the events
connected with this season. The memory of the thrilling victory over
Carolina at the State Fair, and the recollection of that cold, rainy Thanks-
giving Day in Greenville will linger in their minds even after they might
have forgotten how to integrate x-y. That Furman game was probably
the most satisfactory event of the year. It was an occasion calculated to
stir the heart of any son of Clemson when, doped to lose by two touch-
downs or more, the sleek and slender Tiger, striped in Purple and Gold,
rushed upon the soggy gridiron of Manly field in the presence of ten
thousand spectators and chewed the highly-touted Purple Hurricane to
shreds, leaving its vaunted offense and its celebrated defense scattered all
over Furman flats. But description is pitifully insufficient to portray
the crashing, dazzling attack which smothered the Hurricane beneath its
fury. The Tigers led the Furman eleven through a bleak and barren
and trackless waste wherein there grew no semblance of an edible.
There have been reasons for the fact that other Clmeson teams have
not been equally successful. Graduation last year robbed many of the
other teams of their best material. They were generally composed of
new men who showed promise but could not get into action smoothly
this year.
As we write "Finis" to the athletic book, we. the class of 1 924, bequeath
to the student body of 1925 the historic traditions of Clemson's glorious
athletic past, an unexcelled spirit of loyalty and devotion to college, and
that indomitable Tiger spirit which has characterized all Clemson teams.
We trust that you will rejoice in our past, grasp the opportunity of the
present, and. in the near future, carve the name of Clemson upon the


















Miss Amy Bell Norris









































































J. C. AULL President First Term
T. L. VAUGHA.N .. ..President Second Term
R. S. STRIBLING .. ...President Third Term
T. L. JEFFERIES President Fourth Term










































O. J. HARVEY President First Term
G. J. S. CAPPLEMAN President Second Term
G. H. GRIFFIN .... ....President Third Term
M. B. BRISSIE President Fourth Term
MISS HANNA — Sponsor
MEMBERS
Anderson. O. S. Jackson. J. G. Ross. D. H.
Askins. H. W. Jones. J. F. Shands, R. J.
BETHEA, T. J. JORD\N. R. C. SHANDS. W. A.
Bi air. J. W. Kearse. F. J. Smith. J. E.
Calvert. J. P. King. C. B. Smith. T. W.
Cannon, J. P. Lewis, J. G. Southerland. J. L.
Carson. J. \v. Lewis, J. M. Stevenson. T. C.
Carter. T. H. Lewis. W. M. Toi.i.eson. L. C.
Clark. L. Littlejohn. C. M. Traxler, H. C.
Coleman, H. B. Maxwell. W. C. Traxler. W. C.
Cook. W. C. McCowan. S. M. Turner. C. M.
Corbin. J. F. Mcleod, t. E. Vande Erve. D. M.
Faires, C. D. Metz, G. E. Warner. M. R.
Foster, R. M. Miley, P. Watkins. A. W.
Gaston. J. P. Neal. A. J. Weathersbee. A. A,
Hambright. W. A. Outen. D. L. Whetsell. W. H.
Hawkins, G. E. Reid, W. J. White, J. A.
Hayes, B. M. Reid. J. R. White, W. A.
HlNSON, H. S. RICHBORN. J. H. WILLIAMSON. J. H.





























































J. P. GASTON President First Quarter
E. R. ALFORD President Second Quarter
G. J. S. CAPPELMANN President Third Quarter
























































H. S. SlNGLEY President
M. B. KlRTON Vice-President











































f a I i , J
Prof. C. S. Doggett
Prof. Robt. Eaton
Prof. H. W. Horton
Textile Society
HONORARY MEMBERS
Prof. R. J. Cheatham
Prof. Campbell
Mr. E. S. Commins
Mr. C. E. Folk
MEMBERS
Mr. \\\ T. MCCOWAN
Mr. J. w. Dillard













































































































A. S. C. E.
W. M. WADE President Second Term
M. A. EVANS Vice-President First Term
M. B. OLIVER ....Vice-President Second Term
J. E. WIGGINS Secretary Second Term
PROF. E. L. CLARKE ...Honorary Member
PROF. L. H. DOANE Honorary Member


























Woodward, T. E. P.
A. S. M. E.
J. A. CHXMBERS —.. Chairman
PROF. E. L. CARPENTER .. Honorary Chairman
R. C. FULLER ... Secretary and Treasuret
HONORARY MEMBERS
Burr. F. M. Earle. S. B.
MEMBERS
Floyd, a. r. pruitt. b. a.
fortenberry, r. o. shannon. j. r.
Knight. H. D. Smith. W. B.
Moore, w. H. Rittenberg. M. B.
McClimon. M. L. Vaughan. T. L.
Pugh, R. W.
Chemistry Science Club
J. C. AULL - President First Term
M. C. ELLISON President Second Term
W. N. SIMPSON Secretary and Treasurer Ftcst Term




































Clemson College Glee Club
L. C. TOLLESON Director
R. G. SHANDS Business Manager
W. L. LIPPINCOTT Accompanist
PERSONNEL OF THE CLUB
First Tenors First Basses
L. C. TOLLESON E. E. JEFFERIES W. A. SHANDS G. J. MCMILLAN
M. C. Crain F. M. Bryant C. R. Garrison
Second Tenors Second Basses
F. E. Buck F. B. Leitzsev R. G. Shands D. R. Ergle
w. B. Calhoun L. E. Cromer E. M. Sai ley P. E. Strickland
\y. F. Covin
QUARTET
L. C. Tolleson F. E. Buck W. A. Shands R. G. Shands
ORCHESTRA
E. C. Curdts G. J. McMillan L. E. Cromer
H. P. Bruner R. C. Dixon D. R. Ergle
W. L. LIPPINCOTT
END MEN











'Bill" Ray ___ Trumpet
RAMSEY" ERGLE Trombone
'Tom" Lenoir Tula
A. I. E. E.
R. W. PUGH Chanman
O. A. ROBERTS .. Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Stockman Sponsor
HONORARY MEMBERS
S. R. RHODES F. T. DARGAN S B E \RLE
W. s. Godfrey w. w. Klugh r. e. Lee
MEMBERS
Anderson, E. K. Ellis. E. W. Moore. W. H
Asbill, C. M. Gillespie. B. B. Sams, J H
Bell, S. L. Griffin, W. F. Rittenberg. M. B.
Blakenev. L. B. Hall, R. E. Speer G m
Bunch. R. L. Henry, S. W. Welling, C. E.
Cary, F. L. Jacobi, L. R. Weiters, H. C.
Cox, G. W. McGrew, C. J. Wise, G. C.
Dean, F. F. Leach, M. R. Seago, J. A.

Senior Dancing Club
{•RANK S. FAYSSOUX President
E. GAILI.ARD DOTTERER Vice-President
MARION R. LEACH Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Hunter Sponsor
MEMBERS
Alexander. J. H. Griffin, R. l. Singley. H. S.
Anderson. W. T. Griffin. W. F. Smith, w. r.
Byrd. D. A. Hair. D. H. Smith. \V. B.
CAPPLI MANN. G. J. S. Hall, E. H. Sojourner, J. H.
Cook. J. M. Haynesworth. J. R. Spearman, W. W.
Dean, F. F. Hendricks. L. A. Speer. G. M.
Doar. L. H. HOLLINGSWORTH. P. H. Stribling, R. S.
DOMINICK. H. B. Livingston, D. F. Strother, F. V.
Easterby. A. H. Howard, H. H. Talbert, J. B.
Ellison. M. C. Mason. W. A. thorne, t. f.
Faris, T. M. Parker, E. G. Verner, J. V.
Fitzgerald. A. B. Ray. W. S. Walker, H. P.
FORTENBERRY, R. O. Sams. J. H. Wiggins, J. E.
Griffin, J. K. Sartor, C. C.
Shannon, J. R.
Woodward, T. E. P

Junior Dancing Club
F. V. SMITH President
E. M. FRIER Vice-President









































C. B. VERDHRY .^President
L. D. DeLoach —Vice-President
































































































J. B. OWENS President
F. A. EVANS ...Vice-President
















W. B. SMITH President





















S. S. BEE President
G. J. S. CAPPELMANN Vice-President























L. R. YOUNG _. ...President
J. M. YOUNGBLOOD Vice-President
C. D. FAIRES ._ Treasurer
Miss Brock ...Sponsor
HONORARY MEMBERS


















W. E. GOFF President
H. V. COLEMAN Vice-President
J. M. COLEMAN Secretary and Treasurer
MISS ABIE Sponsor
MEMBERS
Barnette, G. W. Grice, h. s.
Bauknight. L. S. Goff. H. B.
Coleman. O. W. Herlong. J. R.
Davis, F. L. Smith. A.
Aiken County Club
T. E. P. WOODWARD .—.President
H. H. HOWARD _._ Vice-President




























E. D. PLOWDEN President














































M. L. MCCLIMON President
R. C. FULLER „ Vice-President
G. W. COX Secretary and Treasurer
J. B. DARDEN Chaplain
MISS TOLLESON Sponsor
MEMBERS
Ballenger. R. G. Hendrix, T. J.
Beason, G. H. Lambright, F. L.
Berry, W. J. Lee. R. L.
Bobo, N. Martin, W. T.
Bonner, T. A. Fitzgerald. A. B.
Burnett, W. E. Phifer, M. A.
Carson, J. W. Phifer. G. E.
Cash, D. H. Steadman. C. L.
Coan. J. A. Taylor, T. J.
Dunbar, L. D. Thorne, T. F.
Ezell, B. D. Turbin, B. W.
Foster. R. M. Vaughn, T. L.
























J. R. SHANNON .. President
T. C. STEVENSON . Vice-President
J. E. DARBY Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Holler Sponsor
HONORARY MEMBER































J. B. TALBERT President
J. L. SHEPPERD Vice-President
W. F. COVIN Secretary












J. R. HAYNSWORTH President
N. M. BRADLEY Vice-President
F. E. BUCK Secretary and Treasurer



































J. H. SAMS, JR. .....President
A. SHOOLBRED Vice-President






























W. H. MOORE President
C. M. HAGAN — _ ..Vice-President
P. GRAVES Secretary and Treasurer
- Sponsor
MEMBERS
Carlisle, H. L. Roache. A. O.
Davis, L. B. Tate. H. S.
Klugh, J. B.
Marlboro County Club
L. C. WRIGHT President
A. L. SMITH Vice-President

























H. P. WALKER President
T. W. Smith ..Vice-President
R. B. ROARK Secretary and Treasurer


























JAMES G. LEWIS .—President
LUTHER G. CAUSEY Vice-President
OTTIS M. HARRELSON Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Ruth Lewis Sponsor
MEMBERS
Long, C. A. Sessions. J. C.
King, C. B. Williamson, J. G.
Causey, O. R.
Greenville County Club
H. J. HENDERSON ._.. President
J. A. SHANKLIN Vice-President
W. L. JONES Secretary and Treasurer
MISS SMITH ^Sponsor
MEMBERS
Beam. F. A. Green. J. W.
Burgess. J. A. James, J. H.
Bates. P. G. Rosemand. J. E.
Crain. M. C. Shore. F. w.
Duvernet. W. R. Verdin. L. M.
Gaines. O. A. White. A. H.
Green, G. H.
Orangeburg County Club
H. F. WILSON President
T. J. HART .. Vice-President







































R. S. STRIBLING President




































M. B. Brissie ..
M. R. Warner



























R. O. FORTENBERRY President





















.PresidentW. C. Cook ..
W. B. BAILES Vice-President
















R. L. GRIFFIN President
J. F. Jones Vice-President













































E. R. ALFORD .. President
S. S. HAMILTON Vice-President
N. A. MCLEOD __ Secretary and Treasurer














S. C. MATTHEWS —President
R. G. SHANDS ...Vice-President

















T. M. FARIS President
L. R. YOUNG _. — Vice-President





























J. E. WIGGINS President
W. A. MASON Vice-President
J. K. MANER Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Garnett, J. K. Mason, R. S.
Kearse. F. G. Miley, P.
Lawton, B. M. Thomas, A.
Laurens County Club
A. H. EASTERBY President
E. W. COPELAND Vice-President



























T. W. L ENOIR President
T. H. CLARK Vice-President
L. D. DELOACH .. —Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
CROXTON, R. D. KlRKLEY. C. R.
DELOACH. E. C. KIRKLAND, R. R.
Goodale. T. E. Lipscomb. V. J.
Hinson, E. M. Smith, A. J., Jr.
Union County Club
P. H. HOLLINGSWORTH President
D. C. CLARK Vice-President






















R. L. GRIFFIN President
F. F. DEAN Vice-President
E. L . SMITH Secretary
MEMBERS
Acker, T. F. Marshall. J. P.
Alexander, S. R. McGill, C. A.
Farmer, W. A. Pruitt, B. A.
Gilmer, F. S. Pruitt, R. S.






























H. Y. GLENN .. . President
A. B. CATHCART Vice-President


































A. P. MACE President
F. A. BRUNSON .....Vice-President
P. O. POOLE Secretary and Treasurer
Miss McMillan _._ Sponsor
MEMBERS
Carpenter, J. D. Massebow, W. A.
Heller, J. R. McCuen, W. m.
Hines, E. A. Ragan, J. J.
Horn, R. A. Rubinowitz, B.
Watkins, A. W.
Agronomy Club
A. L. McCRARY _ ..President
C. C. GARRISON Vice-President
M. R. WARNER Secretary
HONORARY MEMBERS
Prof. C. P. Blackwell Prof. D. G. Sturkie
MEMBERS
Capplemann, G. J. S. Reid. J. R.
Harvey, O. J. Rodgers, S. A.
Jefferies, T. L. Shands. R. G.
Jones, J. F. Stocky, C. C.
Lewis, J. G., 1st Watson, A. H.
Honor Council


































The Wise Man's Version
To trust is to bust,
And to bust is hell.
No trust, no bust,
And all is well.
Augustus Shanklin keeps us broke.
Miss Trescott keeps us clean.
The laundry keeps us dirty,
And the mess hall keeps us lean.
Extras keep us swearing,
King C. C. keeps us well.
The professors keep us worried.
Which by far is worse than—letting Furman beat us.
Who's Who and What Is What at Clemson?
Brass Head Jack of all trades
Slum Ask Captain Holcombe
Bull Juice Ask Captain Holcombe
Zip A tongue biter that aint tobacco




Red Durfee Only red headed Shiek in captivity
Tubby Braden ._. Old Chief Poker Face
Sam Ace
Red Carpenter Our red headed song leading—prof.
Slim Long distance prof.
Will Rogers Ask the Civils
Doane Kidney Pill,
Jug The prof, with two points in view
Monk The radio boy
D. W. ___The Egoist.
Pakenham Lord Help Us
Prep The artist
Miss Trescott . Goddess of Widows




Rastus Rock of Ages
Snake Harris Pavlowas
Gene Parker Yours without a struggle
Maud Miller on a summer's day,
Watched the hired man raking hay,
She giggled and laughed in her glee,
When up his breeches crawled a bee,
But the hired man soon laughed in turn,
When a big grass-hopper crawled up her'n.
SPINNING RING SPECIALISTS












IN OLIVE DRABS. SKY AND
DARK BLUE SHADES
FOR
ARMY, NAVY AND OTHER UNIFORM PURPOSES
AND THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
AND BEST QUALITY
CADET GRAYS
Including those used at the United States Military Academy,
at West Point and other leading Military
Schools of the country






SERVICE POSSIBLE TO ALL
TIGERTOWN MEN
Clemson College Steam Laundry
Clemson College. S. C.
APPLICANT: "That won't make any difference, madam. The baby won't have
so far to fall."
PROF. SHUBERT: "You are turning the screw the wrong way. Fortenberry.
BOB: "Sure, sir: this is another screw."
FRED: "Did you take a bath?"
GENE: "No: is there one missing.''
SWEET THING: "I was in a Dilemma last night."
TOM LENOIR : "That's nothing. I rode around in a Stutz all this afternoon.

SOPH: "Every dog has his day."
FRESH: "Yes, but every dog with a sore tail has a weak end.
HE: "The more I see of you the more I like you."
SHE: "Let's go in swimming."
QUEEN : "Moi Gracia. the baby has the stomach ache."
LORD PACKENHAM: "Woo, call in the secretary of the interior.
HE: "My girl's got a mean pair of knees."






CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.







REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
LEAF + FACTS
No need to use your brain as a storehouse.
Leave facts to Lefax and keep your
mind free to plan, create
and execute.
Loose-Leaf Data Sheets
The Data Sheets contain accurate, condensed
reference information on all branches of
engineering, chemistry, architecture, agricul-
ture, business and general subjects. The
sheets are ready for insertion in the Lefax
binders and files.
Loose-Leaf Blank and Ruled Form
For ordinary memoranda, as well as for
recording and filing information and data of
all kinds. 163 different forms. All ordi-
nary rulings plus special forms for business,
technical and general purposes; cross-section
(graph) papers and outline maps. All forms
fit the Lefax binders and files.
Pocket and Desk Binders
Magazine articles, data sheets and blank forms
all fit the same binders.
Lefax Loose-Leaf Data Sheets
Consider a man building a house. Suppose
that every time he needed a tool he spent
lA to V2 hour looking for it. What kind
of a living would he get in competition
with the man having a full kit of tools at
his elbow ?
Facts are the tools that technical men and
business men work with. If it takes a man
M to V2 hour or more to get the facts that
he needs, what a handicap compared with
the man who has the facts at his finger tips.
Lefax Loose Leaf Data Sheets put the facts
you need at your finger tips, in the office,
shop, classroom, home, in the field—wher-
:ver you need them.
For Sale at
The Cadet Exchange
Clemson College, S. C.
CRIP BODIFORD says that the reason he
was wounded in France was: "The captain
told me to run zigzagged, and I was zigging
when I should have been zagging."
HOLTZY: "Cleanliness is next to God-
liness."
TED: "Then. Holtzy. why is it wrong
to swim on Sunday?"
PROF. HENRY : "You will have to pay
your bill or leave."
CADET : "Thanks; ;he last college I went
to made me do both."
E. A. Wright Company














How C/4 If f-xoTc f
<sucd& 16
"Where is that little pistol?"
"What do you want with it?"
"To shoot some dice."
Outside the zoo at Clemson we have a girl so bowlcgged that she steps on her
ankles.
SHE: "How do you stand on this boycott of storage eggs?'
POP GLENN : "Gee, I'd hate to boycott a chicken."
SWEET: "He's an old flame of yours, isn't he?"
SIXTEEN: "Yes. Just look at him. About half lit now."
"Where's your roommate?"
"Well, if the ice is as thick as he thinks it is, he is skating. If it is as thin as I
think it is. he's swimming."
Class Pins and Rings.
Club and Fraternity Pins.
Literary and Honorary Society Pins.
Athletic Medals and Trophies.
Engraved Commencement Invitations and Cards.





RED: "A man should always embrace his opportunity."
JOHN: "Won't you please be mine?"
BESS: "I rejected Jack last night."
BELLE: "I feared as much. When I rejected him the night before he said he
would do something desperate."
WISE SAYINGS
"Love is blind" The Brassheads
"I love me" ..Van Horn
"Blooey" .. Kidney Pill








COLLEGE SOUVENIRS, PENNANTS, BANNERS. PILLOW
COVERS, BELTS, SEAL BROOCHES. GOLD AND SILVER
SEAL RINGS, VANITY CASES. AND OTHER JEWELRY
NOVELTIES
CLEMSON VIEW POST-CARDS
Twenty Cents Per Dozen
WOP: "Why is D. W. like a camel?"
WELSH: "Why?"
WOP: "Because he doesn't know how dry he is."
WILLIE : "Clothes give a man lots of confidence."
GlLLlE: "Yes, I go lots of places with them on that I wouldn't go with them
off.
PROF. BRADLEY: "Moseley. correct this sentencp 'My teacher am in sight'.'
JAKE: "My teacher am a sight."
DISTRESSING
"What do you think, my wife bought a suit of combination underwear and she
can't get it off."
"How's that?"





WM. G. HODGES. Mgr.
Sweetness of Low Price Never
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COTTON and WASTE RECLAIMING





Our Technical Experts always at your service in solution
of your production problems.
SOUTHERN OFFICE, CHARLOTTE, N. C.
SOUTHERN BRANCH OFFICE. GREENVILLE. S. C.
Executive Offices :
NO. 1 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON. MASS.
'Planh Located at
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Eat Costa's Delicious Ice Cream





HUMPMI: "You say she only partially returned your affection?"
GRADER: "Yes; she returned all the love letters, but retained all the jewelry."
MODERN
"How about this Wombat—lubdub wedding?"
He's been married only twice, I believe: she only once. It's a mere boy and girl
affair.'
SNAKE: "Dearest, do you think that you could be happy with a man like me?"
SWEET THING: "Oh. certainly, if he wasn't too much like you."
BRICK: "My girl is very musical."
WOP: "So she is. She has a sharp tongue, a flat nose, and a natural voice."
HE: "I'm afraid this joke will shock you.
SHE: "It will if I haven't heard it."
COL. PEARSON: "Have you any complaints to make?"
JAILBIRD: "Yes, sir; there ain't nearly enough exits to this place."
"Terribly rough", said Red, on board the ocean liner.
"Well", said Wertz, "it wouldn't be near so rough if the captain would stay in
the furrows."
CURIOUS ONE: "And did you make all passes at college this session?"
SlNGLEY: "No. but I saw one fellow make sixteen in succession one evening."
T^^<^>Q^C7if M&M.




CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.
(By the Community: For the Com-




Candies. Fruits, Drinks, Underwear. Sweat-
ers. Shoes, and Notions.
Ask about our "Tiger Service" and
things college like.
The Coal - Tar Industry
Coal-Tar presents a vast realm of un-
explored opportunities, in which new
men are searching each year. Secrets of
industrial value are constantly disclosed,
sometimes in the college laboratory and
sometimes in the research laboratories of
our great industrial plants.
For those who pursue the study of or-
ganic chemistry, opportunities are un-
limited.
National Aniline & Chemical Company, Inc.
40 Rector Street. New York. N. Y.
HOTEL IMPERIAL
Greenville, S. C.
The Newest and Largest
Hotel in the City, having about
three times as many rooms as
the next largest.
The Faculty and Students of
Clemson, together with their
friends and relatives, are cor-
dially invited to stop with us.
"The Friendly Store"
J. O. JONES CO.
Clemson Headquarters
in Greenville
Complete Outfitters to Men and Boys









I get up again.
The sergeants shout:
Cadets come out,
To exercise at dawn.
The majors rear
And tear their hair.




Flags and all Military
Supplies




Patronize your "Home Printery"
when in need of Engraved Cards,
Invitations, etc.
Special personal stationery. Com-
pany stationery, Society Programs,
Dance Cards and Invitations. Special




Clemson College, S. C.
LOUISE: "Do you think that I should propose?"
BEDE: "Have you tried everything else?"
BIG BROTHER: "Our cat has kittens."
LITTLE BROTHER: "Sure what would you think she would have?"
RANG RODGERS comes from so far in the country that he thinks he should wear a
bathing suit in the pool room.
(JEN'S: "That girl of yours looks like a Texas oil field."
J. B. WERTZ: "Ah, you mean like a million dollars?"
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